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Range of Applicability of TL -

Reactive Syst ems

There are two basically different views of compu terized systeI1'l3 (programs). The first view
U lunct,io"" from a.n initial state to a fina.l state; in the non-det.erministic
,tiotio"" between initia.l and fina.l states. This view is particularly appropria.te for

relarcla prOlr&ml
CUI

u

prolrama that a.c:cept all of their inpUt! I.t the beginning of their operation &lld yield their
outputl at termination. We call luch programs tran..sformahonal, r eferring to their int erpretation

u .tot. traM/aNne". Typica..l examples of transformational programs are batch, off-line dataproceuiDI, and other computational programs. For transformational programs, adequate and
fully abltra.c:t description and specificat ion tools are provided by denotat ional semantics based
on Itate-functions and Hoare logic , or Dijkst ra's pred ic at e transformers .

On the other hand, there are systems that. cannot be covered by the transformational view .
Some Iyatem.a l luch as operating systems, process control programs , seat

n~ser v at i on

systems,

etc., ideally never term inate. Moreover , the pur pose for which they are run is not to obtaUt
.. final result, but rather to m aintain so me int.e rac t io n with their environment . We refer to
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such systems as reaetiue "y"tems. Clearly, reactive systems cannot be a.dequately described by
, referring only to their initial and final states. An adequate description must refer to their on

a

going behGuior which is a (possibly infinite) sequence of statu or euent". It is (or the description
of these systems that the application of temporal logic (TL) is recommended. This does not
imply that TL cannot be applied to transformational systems, but such an application may
constitute an overkill in the sense that simpler tools would suffice.
Other attempts to characterize this class of more difficult systems that require behavioral
description, usually identify it by terms such as: real time l embedded, concurrent, distributed.
etc. We feel that none of these characterizations precisely

cap~ures

the essence of reactivity.

Reactivity characterizes the nature of interaction between the system and its environment. It
states that thia interaction is not restricted to accepting inputs on initiation and producing
outputs on termination. In particular, it allows some of the inputs to depend on intermediate
outputa. Concurrency or distributivitYt on the other hand, refers to the internal organization of
the I)'stem. A reactive system may equally well be implemented by a.
by

&

seQue~tia.1

architecture as

concurrent a.nd distributed architecture.
One important link between concurrency and reactivity is that a component in

&

concurrent

system should aiwa.ys be viewed as a reactive component, independently of whether the entire
system ia reactive or tra.nsformational. This is because, typically,

8.

component in a concurrent

system maintain.& a reactive interaction with the other components in the system. Consequently,
if we want to view a full system in the same way we view its components, aa seeJ:IUI to be
recommended by any compositional approach, we find ourselves viewing all concurrent systems
as reactive.
This paper presents an overview of the application of temporal logic to the specification
and verification of reactive systems. It is organized in four parts. The first part presents

&

generic abstract computational model. It then outlines several concrete models that correspond
to actual programming languages and architectures that have been proposed for modelling
concurrenc)". The correspondence between the concrete and abstract models is established for

each of tho modola.

In the second part we introduce temporal logic and illustrate its utility for specifying intereating properties of programs. We consider several exteruions to the language which are needed.
as shown in the last part of the paper, in order to support modular specification and verification.
In the third part., we present a global proof system, by which properties of entire systeIJUI
can be established.
In the fourth part, we present some preliminary approaches to modular specification and

verifica.tion. This part is necessarily incomplete, since the subject of compositional verification is
still under intensive investigation, and we believe that many more developments are anticip&ted.
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Fair Transitions System -

An Abstract Computational Model

As a. generic computa.tional model we present the model of lair · trol'll,tion .v&tem. (FTS). The
presenta.tion and discussion of this model follows IMPlj.

A fa.ir tra.nsition system consists of the following constituents:

1: - A (possibly infinite) I.t of stat".

T - A finite set of tran..sitioru, Each transition

e-

A set of initial .tottl.

e~

T

E T is a. function r: E _ 2£.

E.

J - A JlUtice familV. This is a family of sets J = {J 1 , ••

••

J"}. where each Ji ~ T preaents

&

jU$tiee requirement.
1 - A FairnC:II lami/v. This is a f&mily of sets 1 = {Fit ... I Fk}, where each F, f; T presents
a !aiTnc:" requirement.
If r(.)

t 0 we ..y that the transition r is enabled on the state s. If r(.)

= 0, then r is .aid

to be di.abled on •.
Let 5 ~ T be

•

5 il enabled on

&

set of transitions. If for some rES.

T

is ena.bled on

&,

we say that the let

I .

Given an FTS P, we define a computation of P to be a. finite or infinite sequence of atatea
and transitions:
u:

"0

$0

~

,,~

"I

$1

~

$2

~

..•

satisfying the following requirements:
• Initiality:

'0

E

e

• Consecution: For each ., ";+1 E T;(";)
• Termination: u is finite and terminates in

$.Ii:

only if

".Ii:

i.s teTminal, Le., for every T E T,

r( •• ) ;= 0.
• JUltice:

Let Ji E J be ajustice set which is continuously enabled beyond some

".Ii:.

Then,

some tr&nsition in J j must be taken at least once beyond "'" i.e., there must be
a j 2:: k such tha.t Tj E J j • This implies, in fact, that transitioll5 in J i must be
. taken infinitely many times in u.
• Fairness:

Let Fi E 1 be a fairness set which is enabled infinitely many times in u. Then,
tra.n.aitions in Fi must. be taken infinitely ma.ny times in u.

Some other works, such &S [GFMRI and IAOI. refer to our notion of justice as weak /airne ..
and to our notion of fairness u ,tron9 Jaime" .
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We denote by C(P) the set of computations of the FTS P.
We next present several concrete computational models and illustrate their correspondence
with the generic abstract model of FTS.

Concrete Model I

Shared Variables

In the shared variables model, a program has the form:

Each program is associated with a set of shared variables 1j

= Yl,"

., Y"·

The assertion rp. called the precondition of p. is a formula restricting the initial values of

the variables g.
Each Pi, called a

proce~$,

is a sequential program that may access and modify each of the

sha.red variables in y. We will often represent each Pi as a transition diagram. A transition
diagram is a directed graph with nodes

t.i

=

{lh, ... In

called locations. The location

lh

is

considered to be the entry location, and optiona.lIy t; is a stopping location. Each edge in the
sraph (also called tranJibion) is labelled by a guarded instruction of the form:

(.'\
, - III := ,I
(.'\
0.Jf---':-'-':-'-'\0
where c is a boolean expression, U ~ Y is • set of variables, and l is a set of

expr~ions.

The

intended meaning of such an instruction is that when c holds, execution may proceed from tj
to llc while limultaneoUBly usigning the values l to tI.
Alternately, we may choose to represent processes by a text program,

as~uming

the corre-

spondence between the two representations to be obvious.

In order to include the location of control in the state, we augment the data variables
Sll,'" .SI" associated with P by control variables If

= 11'1 •• •• , lI'm.

control location in the process Pi . The range of each 1I"i is Ci -

Each

lI'j

points to the current

the set of locations in process

Pi' Assume that- the data varia.bles y range over aome domain D .

We use a specia.l nota.tion for Junetion update!.
Let f: Dl - D2 be a function mapping elements of Dl into eJements of D2. We denote by

f'

= (lid 1 :d 2 )

the function differing from / only by its value for

d'J' This is expressed by:
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%

= d 1 • where it is defined as

The notation can be extended to express multiple updates of the form (f;

Idli = Id,l

2t : ( 2 )

provided

and all th •• l.m.nts of dl are distinct.

We may now identify an FTS corresponding to the shared variable program P as follows:

t - The set of all assignments of values to the variables ""; £'. For a state, E !:, and a variable
u, let .. luI denote the value assigned to u by

a.

Similarly, for an expression

e, let aIel denote

the value of e evaluated over a.
T - The finite set of all transitions in all the processes. For a transition r in Pi of the form
c - [II := II
t7\
(Df--....!..-....:.!...-....
.•

\l:.;

the a.ssocia.ted function from E to 22: is defined by:

T(S)

=

if c 1\

(~i

= t)

then {(';(~i;II):(i.l))}
eise 0
In thi. definition, references to values of expressions such as (,

evaiuating th. expr.. sions ov.r s. i.•.• using -Icl.

-[~il

1f"

l are to be obtained by

and _lei resp.ctiv.ly. By thio d.finition

r(.s) is nonempty only if 1f. = ! in ", and (evalua.tes to T over .s. In this case ,(,,) = {.s'} where
.' ia obtain.d from _ by auigningi \0 ~i and -[ll (l evaluat.d ov.r _) to II.

e-

Th. I.t of all Itat .. latilfying (~I

J - {Tl , .•. , T m} where T i , i

= tAl 1\ ••• 1\ (~m = to) 1\ 'P(li)

= 1, ... , m, is the set of all

transitions belonging to process Pi'

F - The .mpty I.t 0 - No fairn ... family sp.cified.
CODlider as an example the following program:

(y = 0)

II
TI: Y:

=

y

+1

T,: y: = y - 1

The follQwing sequence of states (specifying only the value of V):
'"

"I

"I

"I

0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - · ..

satisfies most of the requirements of an initialized computation, but fails to satisfy the justice
requirement. This is because

'2

is continuotUly enabled but never ta.ken.
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On the other hand, the following sequence:
rl
'" I
'"'
,"I
'"I
,"I
'",
'"'
0_1_2_1_2_3_4_3_···

will, if continued in a consistent way, satisfy all the requirements and be acceptable as a computation. Note that a. co mpu t atio n may take some transitions more often than ot hers and yet
satisfy the weak requirement of justice .
Semaphores
For additional synchronization and coord ina tion between processes we introduce special .semo-

phore instructions. These a.re guarded commands of the form:

requ,st(V)

(V> 0) - Iv

re/,as,(v)

v:= V + I

:=

II

V-

To illustrate their use, consider the foll owing program:

{V = I}

', :

re/,,,,,,(y)

This program uses semaphores in order to coordinate mutual exclusion between the loca.tions it and mi. The coordina.tion requires that it must never be the case that PI is executing
in i l while

P2

is executing in

mi'

Such a coordination is required if, for example, both

II

and

ml represent manipul&tion of & resource that should be available to only one process lot a. time.

Since the initiLi v&lue of y is I, only one pro cess may perform the request( y) operation, decreasing

u to 0, and enter its critical 8ection (il or md . U the other process attempt s to perform a

requut operation, it is stopped by the guard y

> O. On exiting the critical section,

V is reset

to 1 by the releo.Je operation, allowing the other process to enter its own critical section . But
could the other process always realize this op tion? Not necessa.rily. The following computation:

u:

C (4).m o. l ) '-".

'
(i,.mo.O ) '"J

is claimed to satisfy aJl the requiremen ts of a computatio n. In particular, let u.s check the
fulfillment of the justice requirement with respect to P" . The process P'J has no grounds for
1 '

.. '

complaint since it never becomes continuously enabled . This is because the comp uta.tion
infinitely many times the state (ll,m010) on which P 2 is disabled.
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(1

visits

This situation is unsatisfactory, since a good solution to the mutual exc:lusion problem
should ensure not only exc:lusion but also accessibility, namely, that each process wishing to
enter its critical section will eventually succeed. This is corrected by augmenting our model by
a richer fairness family:
1 = { {T}

I T labelled

by a request instruction}

This imposes the requirement that computations be lair with respect to each individual request
instruction. With this extension, the offending sequence

CT

computation since the fairness requirement with respect to

shown above is no longer a legal

1"3

is not fulfilled. The transition

is infinitely many times enabled, in fact it is enabled whenever" visits the state

TS

(lo, mo,l), and

yet is never taken.
It is not difficult to see that with the additional fairness requirement, all acceptable com·
putations of the program cause both processes to visit their respective critical sections infinitely
many times.
Justice vs. Fairness
A naturally arising question is why make a distinction between justice and fairness. Since fairness
is the stronger concept, can't we express everything in terms of fairness alone? The answer is
that we can, but it is preferable to keep the two apart since they represent essentially different
phenomena. and are associated with different costs of implementation.

Justice is necessary

because we model concurrency by interleaving. On a really concurrent configuration, no special
efforta are required in order to guarantee it. Fairness, on the other hand, always requires special
mechanisms in order to be guaranteed. These are usually implemented by queues of pending
requesta u is the standard implementation of fair semaphores .
When implemented in a multiprogramming configuration, justice is no longer automatically
guaranteed, but is still much cheaper to ensure. Any round·robin time slicing scheduling alp
lorithm will lua.rantee it. In order to guarantee fairness we have to use complicated queues
and data Itructurea tha.t associa.te with each suspended tux the reasons for its suspension and
conatantly monitor the state (or signs of enabledness.

Concrete Model II

Synchronous Communication (CSP)

In the shared variables model, communication between processes was managed via the shared
varia.bles, Le., one process writing a. value into a. shared variable and another process read-

,

ing the value from the same variable. Additional synchronization could be provided by the
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sema.phore instructions, or alternative synchroniz.ation constructs such as conditional critical
sections, monitors, etc.
Another approach to communicatio n between processes recommends the use of explicit
send-receive primitives. We consider here the version suggested by Hoare in the CSP language
(lHol) , in which messages are not buffered, and communication is performed by a simu ltaneous
execution of a send-receive pair.
A program in this model has the form:

where the set of data variables has been partitioned into disjoint subsets 9 = 31 1 U ... U

gm,

each

private to one of the processes. The processes communicate by sending and receiving messages
along channel!, and we assume several named channels al, a2, ...• alt.
Individual processes are again sequential programs which ma.y be represented by transition
diagrams. The instructions labelling transitions are the following:
• Local Assignment:

, - lii:= 'I
• Output:
c; a!e

• Input:
c; a?u

where c is a boolean expression, e and t are expressions, u and iZ are variables, and a is a channel
name.
The output instruction can be performed only when c is true and then it attempts to send
the value of e along the channel a. The input instruction is conditional on c and attempts to
receive a value from channel

Q

and assign it to the variable u.

As in the shared variables model, we add the contro l variables

11'"1 ••• , ,71' m'

The mapping from the concrete model to the abstract one identifies 'the following constituents:
Assignmen t of values from the appropriate domains to the variables 1f =

11

1f ""

and

71'1,' , ,

I

y = yI. ' . , y"" ,

• Tra.nsitions - For edges

T

labelled by local assignment: c -
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liZ :=

ej and connecting node l to

node

l

in process Pi, the associated transition is

r(3) = if

(~i

= t)

/\c

then {o; (lfi' Il): (l, l))}
else B
With each pair of edges labelled by matching communication instructions of the
form:

,0
,0

c,; ate

(0

Cj;

CB

a?u

E

Pi

E Pj

we associate a communication transition:

rij(O) = if (~i = ei) /\ (~j = t j ) f,

Ci /\ Cj

then {(o;(~i,~j,u):(li,lj , .))}
else 0
Thws t a communica.tion transition coru:ists of a simultaneous movement of Pi, Pj to

ii, ii,

respectively, and assignment of the transmitted value e evaluated in Pi, to the receiving variable

u in Pi'
• Initial States - {ol '" /\ (lfl

= tA) /\ ... /\ (lfm = e;)}

The justice requirements extend now also to the communication instructions.
What about the fairness requirements? The original CSP paper did not even require jus·
tice; the only a.ssumption was tha.t as long as some transition is enabled, some transition will

eventu&lly be taken.
On the other hand, the following program is usually suggested as a reasonable solution to

the mutu&l extlusion problem:

b!

b?

4?

-Arbiter-

II

4!

b!

-P,-

In this program the process Arbiter arbitrates between PI and P'J in accessing their critical
sec tiona, II and kl respectively. Arbitration is achieved by the synchronous communication
mechanism that allows Arbiter to pair with only one of the competitors at any stage.
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Without additional fairness requirement s, this program admits the following computation:
c:

Despite the fact that the transition
beca.uae the transition

Tl ,A(o )

'I.A ( _ ) (

(lo,'t0,k o) Tl ,A (o)

),..,.A")
l.,ffl.,k o ""]

is never taken in a, the computation is just. This is

is infinitely many times disabled . Such a situation is unacc.eptable

since it does not guarantee accessibility. We therefore augment the model by the following
explicit fairness requirement:
• Fairness:

1 = (Comm(P.}" .. , Comm ( P~)} where Comm(P;} is Ih.

,.1 of.1l communi-

cation transitions in which Pi participates. '
With thi. fairness requirement , all compu ta t ions guarantee accessibility for both PI and
Pl'

The sequence

(1

shown above is no longer a computa.tion, since the transition

infinitely many times enabled (whenever

(1

Tl,A(o)

is

visits (l o, mo, k o) ) but never taXen.

The fairness requirement imposed here, called proeeu Jairneu, is not the strongest possible.

It only ensures that any process waiting to perform a set of communication aJternatives that
become ena.bled infinitely many times, will eventually progress. No fairness is gua..ranteed to
any individual alternative. We refer the reader to [KR] and

IMP11 for other versions of fairness

requirements.

Concrete Models III -

Asynchronous Communication

Another frequently used model for distributed systems is based on explicit a.synehronous com·
munication primitives.

We may preserve the syntax of the previous model, using the .end

instruction c; Q!e and the receive instruction c; Ct ?u. The interpreta.tion of these instructions
in the asynchronoU5 model is however different , allowing arbitrary buffering between .end and
receive.

In establishing the correspondence with the abstract model, we consider:
• States -

Assignments of appropriate values to the control variables,
variables,

"'1 • .• . ,'II"m.

the data

gl, ...• Om, and channel variable. QI •... ,Qk which are all the channels

mentioned in the program . The domain of the channel variables is Dt. i.e.,
sequences of data values. The current value of a channel represents the sequence
of values that have been sent along the channel and not yet read from it.
• Transitions - Consider an edge connecting node l to

i

in process Pi.

Depending on the

instruction labelling the edge, we define the usociated transition as follows:
Local Ass ignment - As before.
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Output Instruction - C; Q!e
r

(s) = If (' ; = /)

1\ C

then {(s;(';' Q) : (t, Q. e»)}
else 0

The expression

Q •

e denotes the sequence formed by appending t he data item

e to t he current value of

Q

in

.5 .

Input Instruction - c; Q? u

r(s) = if ('; = / ) 1\

C 1\

(Q ". .\.)

then {(s ; (';, Q, u) : (t, Il(Q), hd(Q)))
else 0
Her,e hd and tl denote the operations of taking the head and tail of a sequence.
Note that while an output instruction is always enabled (provided c and'1fi are a.ppropriate),
an input instruction is enablecl onl y when

Q

~

A, i.e., t he channel a is non empty.

As before:

• Justice -

J ={T.. . . . , T m
• Fairne.aa -

}

As before:

1 = { Com m (P,), . .. , Comm(Pm )}
This again ensure! proceu lairneu with respect to communication.

Additiona.l Concrete Models
It ..

no~

difficult to conlider any compu tat ional model tha.t ha.s a well defined operational

lemantica and map it onto the generic model of Fair Transition System.
M a final

~'( ..mple,

conaider the model of Marked Petri Net. (see paper by Thiagara.j&n l

this volume) . For a given net P I we may identify :
• States -

{M} the set of all marking. over P .

• Transitions - The set of all tran.sitionJ appearing in P. The transition func t ion from
associated with a net transitio n rEP is given by :
r (M) = {M'
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I Mlt }M'}

r:

to 22:

• Initial States -

A set of initial markings. Usu ally a singleton {Mo }.

• Justice -

T, the eet of all transitione in P.

• Fairness -

There is no generally agreed notion of fairness for Petri-Nets. Nevertheless, if
we want the standard solution to the mutual exclusion problem shown below
to possess the same accessibility properties guaranteed by the shared variables
and CSP versions, we a.re led to the following requirement:

1 = (p'e(p)

I p E Plac.. (P)}

where pre(p) are all the transitions with an input edge coming from the place

p.
This ensures that any piau p which becomes infinitely many times enabled, i.e., one of the
tra.naitions to which it is connected becomes fireable, will eventually participate in aome 6.ring.

(Initially

4" rna, k o )

ma:

•

Petri-Net Solution to Mutual Exclusion

Temporal Logic
Temporal logic is a formalism for specifying structures of states. There is a general consensus
that every individual run of a program yields a computation which is a linear sequence of
.tatu and aaeociated events. Opinions differ, however, as to how these computations should

b. uaembled into a structure that represents the characteristic behauior of a program and can,
therefore, be regarded as its semantics. The approach taken here is that the behavior of a
program P is given by C(P), the set of its computations. Consequently, we are interested in
predicates over computations; and the appropriate temporal logic is the linear time temporal
logic. A

predic~te

cp over computations is defined to be valid for a program P if each computation

in C(P) satisfies the predicate 'P. In this case we may view cp as a valid proper ty of the program

P.
Another approach, adopted for example in

. ...

ICEI, IHPI, IMi,

and

IQSI,

assembles the indi-

vidual computations into a computation tree which is taken as the characteristic behavior of a.
program. A computation tree retains the information of the state5 at which non-deterministic
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choices were made and computations split. Consequently, the temporal logic a.ppropriate to this
a.pproach is the branching.time version th&t defines predicates over treu of states. Predicate. in
this logic specifies trees, and a predicate 'P is a valid property for a. program P if the computation
tree generated by P satisfies 'P.
We assume a countable vocabulary V of names for individual variables and propositions.
It includes the Control Variables: '" == "." ... ,"'m and the Data Variable.: 9 == Vi • .•. , v,,·

All the other varia.bles and propositions will be referred to a.s logieal variables and propositions.
For a. location l in Pi we use the abbreviation at l , called loeation proposition, to denote

the atomic formula

(~i

= l).

We a.lso use functions and predicates with a fixed interpretation appropriate to the domain.

Thus, for programs manipulating integers, we freely use the function. 0, +, -, etc., and the
predicate

>.

A date formula is any well·formed first·order formula constructed over the variables and
propoaition in the vocabuluy. An example of a state formula is:

(.t

l, ,,

at m,J -

(y, > y,).

A sta.te formula can be evaluated over a single state to yield a truth value. If the evaluation of
...t ..te formul ..

tp

over a. state" yields T, i.e.,

"I'PI == T, we say that, .atisjie, 'P, and caU ,

a

<p-1t4t •.

A temporal/ormwa is a formula constructed from state formulu to which we apply lOme

of the following basic temporal operators:

o-

Strong N.:.
U - Strong Until.

G> -

Strong PrtvioU-l.

S - Strong Since.
Let a: '0, '1, ... be a sequence of states occurring in a. computation "0 It

SI -

•••

of

given procram. We usume that each state s, assigns values to all the variables in V. The

values a.aicned to the program variablu (y; g) are constrained by the definition of a computation,
while the values a.ssigned to the logical variables are arbitra.ry.
If 0 is finite, 0: "0, "1 •... ,
For

0'1: "0 • .II ••.•

"iI. then we define 101 == Ie + 1. If 0 i.s infinite, we define 1<71 :::. w.

,"A: and <72 : ro. r 1, ... we denote by <71 • <72 the concatenated sequence:

Not.e t.hat 1<71 • (721 :::. 1011

+ 1(721.

U u = (71

.0'2

we write 0'1 C <7 and lay tha.t (71, (10'11 < w) is ..

finite prefi: of ".
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Let p be a temporal formula, and

0'

a sequence of states. We present an inductive definition

of the notion of p holding at position i <
• For

8.

10'1

of the sequence

0',

denoted by (O',i)

F p.

state formula p
(u.i)

If p is

&

1= p ~ 'j 1= P.

i. •.•

'jlpl

= T.

state formula it contains no temporal operators, hence we can evaluate paver

,sj,

using the values 8JJsigned to variables and proposit ions by .sj.

1= ~p ~ (u.i) 1= p.
(u.i) 1= p V q ~ (u.i) 1= p or (u.i) 1= q.
(u.i) 1= Op ~ i + 1 < lui and (u.i + 1) 1= p.
(u.j) 1= pUq ~ for .ome k. i::; k < luI. (u.k) 1= q and for every i. i::; i < k. (u.i) 1= p.
(u. i) 1= @p ~ i > a and (u. i - 1) 1= p.
(<7. j) 1= pS q ~ for .ome k. 0::; k ::; i. (u. k) 1= q and for every i. k < i ::; i. (a. i) 1= p.

• (u.j)
•
•
•
•
•

From now on we will refer to temporal formulas simply as formulas, and to formulas that
contain no temporal operators as state formulas.
We can introduce additional derived operators.
Additiona.l boolean operators (e .g.,

1\ , - , ;;:)

may be defined in the usua.l way, using the

basic V and .., operators. Additional temporal operators are defined by:

= ~O~p Op = TUp
Op = -O-p
pUq = Op v pUq -

Op

Weak next.
Eventually p.
Henceforth. from now on.
UnJ .... Weak Until.

= ~@~p = TSp
B p = -<3> -p
pSq = B p V pSq -

Gp
<3> p

Weak previou..
Sometimes in the past.
Alway. in the past.
Weak Since.

Following are several often used formulas and their verbal interpretations, intended to
acqua.int the reader with the style of expression in TL . We assume that the formula.s p, q are
state formulas.

• p - Oq:

•

If p now then eventually q.

O(p - Oq): Every p i. followed by a q.

• OOOp:

Every instant is followed by a PiP holds infinitely many times.

• OOp:

Eventually permanently p; -'p holds only finitely many times.

•

O(q -

• <3>GF:

<3>

p): Every q is preceded by a p.
There is an instant in the past which hcu no predecessor. This must be the
initial position O.

Note that the form

DOOp needed to express infinitely many occurrence of p, is required

because we also consider fi'nite sequences. Had we considered only infinite sequences, the formula

= -

DO p would have sufficed to express "infin itely often p". In the presence of finite computations,
however, the formula OOp can also be satisfied by a finite sequence whose last state satisfies
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p. Therefore, in this more general case we have to use the stronger form.

The sublanguage of TL obtained by omitting the past operators is called TLF, while the
sublanguage obta.ined by omitting the future operators is called TLP. Formulas of TLP are

referred to as past-formulas. Note that state formulas belong to both TLP and TLF as they
conta.in no temporal operators.
A formula p is said to be satisfiable if there exists a sequence

that (O',j)

F p.

Fp

holds.

(7,j)

(1

and a position j

The formula. p is said to be val id if for all sequences

0'

Given a program P and a formula P. p is said to be valid over P if for every

j

<

1(71, (7,j) F p.

q

10'1,

E C(P) and

In this case we call p a valid p,op"ty of P.

Two formula.s, p and q, are defined to be equivalent, denoted by p
q

< 10'1 such

and positions j <

a.nd positions j <

~ q,

if for all sequences

10' I,
(7,j)

F p -=

(7,j)

F q.

A formula. p is said to be initially &atisfiable if there exists a sequence 0' such that (0',0)
is said to be initiaJlu valid if for

all sequences 0, (0',0) F p.

program P if for all computation.

(7 E e(p),

(7,0)

F=

p. It

It is said to be initially valid over a

F p.

The notions of satisfiability, validity, and validity over P are closely related to their initial
versiona, as is shown by the following claims:
• p is satisfiable if!

0

p is initially satisfiable

• p is valid (valid over P)

if! Dp

is initially valid (valid over Pl.

• p i. initially aa.tisfia.ble (initially valid, initially valid over P) iff

(valid, valid over

0 [8 F "

pi is satisfiable

Pl.

Two formula.s, p and q, are said to be initially equivalent, denoted by P ::::::,nit q. if for every
sequence

t7,

(7,0)

F p -='-{e',0) F q.

Clearly, if p and q are initially equivalent and p is initially va.lid over a program P, then so

Us q.

Using TL for Specification of Programs

An important classification of the set of properties expressible by TL formula.s distinguishes

between the classe. of .a/ety and liven ... properties (lLlI) .
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A $c/etv property states that a.1l finite prefices of a comp utation satisfy some requirement. If the
computation is finite, then the requirement should also be satisfied by the entire computation.
Thus , safety properties are properties that can be expressed (up to initial equivalence) by a
formula of the form Op, for some past-form ula p. The past-formula p describes the requirement
on the finite prefices, while the formula Op requires that p holds over all finite prefices.
It is not difficult to .see that any formula constructed out of past formu las, the boolean

operators v and

1\ ,

and the future temporal operators O. and U, expresses a safety prop erty.

For example, for past-formulas p and q:

pUq

"'ini.

O( El p V 01q 1\ eEl pl).

The disjunction and conjunction of safety properties are a.lso safety properties:

Op V Oq

"'inil

O( El p V El q)

Op 1\ Oq'" O(p 1\ q).
An intuitive characterization of sa.fety properties as stating that "nothing bad will ever happen"
is suggested in

loq.

This is consistent with our cha racterization because it implies that the

finite prefix property: "so far nothing bad has happened" holds for all pretices of the potentially
infinite computation.
Another characteristics of safety properties is that "once lost they can never be regained",
Le., if an infinite computation u contains a prefix violating p then a does not satisfy p.
Liveness
Liveness properties complement safety properties by requiring that certain finite prefix properties hold at least once, infinitely many times, or continuously from a certain point on .
We define the txuie livene$$ properties as those properties that are expressible, up to initial
equivalence, by one of the Cormulas:

Op,

OOp or OOp

for some past-Cormula (I.e., finite prefix property) p. Observe that Op is a special case since it
i. initially equivalent to both

00(0 p) and 00(0 pl. On the other hand, the basic proof

principle for proving liveness properties establishes properties oC the form

0

p, and the other two

classes of proper ties are usually established by iterated application of the basic proof principle.
The until formula pUq for past-formu las p and q is an additional example of a basic liveness
property, since:

pUq

,.,.; =

"'inil

O(q

1\

eEl pl.

Note that all safety properties are special cases of basic )iveness, since
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OP""nil OO(Gp)
or OO( G

pl.

Some authors prefer a definition of livenes.s which does not include safety. This can be done

as follows:
A past.formula p is called invincible if every finite sequence c has a finite extension (7', (i.e.,
t7 ~

0"). such that
(~', I ~'I-l)

F p.

Allsatisfiabl,e sta.le formulas are of course invincible past formulas. We may now restrict our
c1as8 of Iiveness properties, by considering properties initially equivalent to one of the formulas:

Op,

OOp,

OOp

where p is a.n invincible past formula. We refer to this restricted class as pure livene,. properties.
Note that the property pUq, where both p and q are state formulas, is
property, since the formula. q 1\

a. conjunction of a. safety

e

pro~erty

n~t

a. pure Iiveness

El p is not invincible. On the other hand, it is expressible a.s

a.nd

II.

pure Iiveness property:

pUq;: pUq" Oq

In

lOLl,

livene.ss properties are intuitivel&, characterized as stating "something good will

eventually happen". This corresponds to a characteristic of a pure Iiveness property p which is
that every finite sequence

that

(~',O)

(1

can be extended into a (finite or infinit.e) sequence (1', u ~

q', such

FP'

We refer the reader to

151

a.nd IASI for syntactic and semantic characterization of pure

Iiveness properties.

In the following examples of program specifications, we shall separate the safety and liveness
part. of the specification, hoping to clarify the differences between the two classes.
Since a property p is valid over a program P iff Dp is valid, we often omit the outermost

o -operator from specifications in order to improve readability.
Specification' I -

A Terminating Program

Let P be a sequential program with initial location 4J and terminal location Lt .

=
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A specification for such a program consists of a pair {IP, tP} of st.at.e formulas (asse rti ons ) ,
called precondition and postcondition respectively. These formulas refer only to the data varia.bles of the program.

A typical safety property of such a program is partial correctness with respect to {V', tP }:
"Every terminating computation of P beginning in a ~-state, terminates in a $-state."
Partial correctness is expressible by the saIety formula:

(at to /\ 'P)

In order to

demonstr~te

~

D(at t,

~

.p).

that this is indeed a safety property, we observe that it is valid over a

program P iff the following formula is valid over P:
D([~

(at to /\ 'P) /\ at

to!

~

.p).

Liveness
A typical liveness property is total correctneu with respect to {!P, tP}:
"Every computation of P beginning in a tp-state must terminate in a 1/I-state."
Total Correctness can be expressed by:

(at to /\ 'P) ~ O(at t, /\.p )
or, equivalently, by:

o (~(at to /\ 'P) ~ ( at t, /\ .p)).
Specifica.tion

As

&

ir -

Mutua.l Exclusion

second example, consider the general problem of mutual exclusion for two processes.
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(\OJ

~

~
1

@

1

@

II

~

~

-P,-

-P,-

In a.ny such 'program we can identify for each process a nonoo(.ritical section, represented by
!dIe 1 and Idle,. a. doorway location, represented by t l •

il.

which signifies the internal decision

of a process to attempt entry into its critical section, and a critical section for each process,
represented by

CII

C'l'

Safety - Mutual Exclusion
The basic saIety property of this program states that mutuill exclusion is maintained. This is
expressible as:
O~(at

C, /\ at C,) .

It is interesting to pause at this point and ask whether this is an adequate specification for
a mutual exclusion pragn.m. Imagine tha.t we presented this specification to a. clever but lazy
programmer and asked him to construct a. program satisfying the specification. He may return
with a. trivial program in which no process ever enters its critica.l section . He may c1a.im that
the safety property is obviously satisfied because if no process is ever in its critical section, there
could never be two processes in their critical sections.

Thi. i. typica.l of safety properties, that they are automatically sa.tisfied by programs that
do nothin,. In order to rule out such solutions we must specify. in addition to the things that
the program shou ld not do (adequately described by the safety properties). also the things that
it must do . Thb is precisely the role of the liveness properties.

Liveness - Accessibility

The corrunitment missing from the specification of the program is acce.ssibillt", stating that
whenever a process is interested in entering its crit ic al section, it will eventually succeed. This
is expressed by:

O(at I, - 0 at Cd
O(at I, - 0 at C,)
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,and

which can also be expressed as:
OO [ (~ at ldS(at edl

,and

OO[(~ at l,)S(at e,)[ .

Specification III - Resource Allocator

For our next example we consider a system consisting o( a resource allocator A and m customers

C I , · .. ,C m competing (or the use o( the resource.
'I

A

gm

In this version of the problem, the allocator and customers communicate via shared boolean
variables, one pair (ri' gil for each customer. The initial values of all the communication variables
are F. The agreed protocol is that a customer C i signals its request for the resource by setting

f, to T.

The allocator signals a grant of the resource by setting gj to T . The customer then

signals a release of the resource by resetting

fj

to F. The allocator acknowledges the release by

reset tine Q. to F.
We partition the specification into Allocator obligations and Customer obligations.
Allocator Safety Obligations
• Integrity of th.e resource The resource can be granted to at most one customer at a time.
m

11
We use here arithrnetization of boolean variables, interpreting T a.s 1 and F as O.
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• No unsolicited Grants A customer receiving the resource must have had recently requested it:

This formula sta.tes that if currently 9. = F it will not change to T unless

rj

= T first.

• No premature withdrawal Once the resource is granted to a customer, it will not be withdrawn until the customer
releases it:

I
I

Customer Safety Obligations
Each customer is required to steadily hold its signals until the allocator responds to them. The
allocator cannot guarantee respot:lses to requests which are posted and immediately cancelled.
• Permanence of Request

The formula stales that once r i is true, it remains so at least until 9i becomes true.
• Permanence of Release

A release, signalled by resetting rj = F while 9i = T. will be maintained, keeping rj :::: F. at
least until the allocator responds by resetting 9i to F.
Allocator Liveness Obligations
• Guaranteed Response to Requests

The formula states that every request will eventually be honoured.
• Guaranteed Acknowledgement to Releases

Every releue signal will eventually be acknowledged.
Customer Liveness Obligation
• Eventual Release of Grants
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A customer that currently holds the resource will eventually release it . Note that without
this guarantee, the allocator cannot ensure that all requests will be honoured.
Precedence Properties
An additional property that insis ts on stricter fairness in the allocation of the resource is that
of first-(.ome-first-serve service. A naive formulation of this requirement is that if
rj then g, will precede gj . It is very difficult to satisfy such a strict requirement.

ri

preceded

In fact, under

an appropriate framework it i.! l provably impossible. ' lnsteil;d, we can require a slightly weaker
version: for every i and

i,

from the time

r, become! true, gj may turn true only once before gi

turM true, implying that C,. may be granted the resource before Ci at most once.
In order to express this property we introduce the nested unleu formula. (lMP3J):

Its meaning, derivable from the definitions of the unleu operator, is the prediction of a continuous period of PI, followed by a continuous period of P2, followed by . . " followed by a continuous
period of p", followed by q. Any of the predicted periods could be empty, i.e" jumping from Pic
to PIr+2, or extend to infinity.
With this understanding, we can formulate the liberal first-come-first-serve requirement by:

This formula. states that from a.ny instant when

ri

= T, there can be at most one continuous

period of gj = T before g; becomes true.

Event-Based Specifications
A computation, according to the generic model, consists of "tote" linked by .tran.sition.s. So fu,
we have presented temporal logic specifications that concentrated on the "tatu' appearing in the
computations, a dual approach may concentrate on the sequence of tran.sition.s appearing in a
computation. This approach regards the transitions, also referred to as event" or actio"." a.s the
main cOMtituents of a computation, and the st ates as derived entities.
In order to support event-based specifications, we extend the temporal language by the
addition of event-predicate". These are predicate symbols of the form PE(%L that state the
occurrence of the event E with data parameter x . Instead of giving a general definition, we will
concentra.te on two particular event predica.tes:
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(Q!d) - The value d is currently written on channel Q.
(Q?d) - The value d is currently read from channel
For a computation a: "0

(a,i)

F (Q!d)

r,

ro
-

iff the transition

That is, the transition

(u,i)

F (o:?d)

rl
"2 -

"1 -

Tj,

Tj

.."

and position j, 1 ~ j

Tj

+ 1 < lui, we

define:

involves an instruction c; o:!e, with "j[eJ = d.

writes d on channel

iff the transition

0:.

0:.

involves an instruction C;Q?u with "j+duJ

= d.

The two definitions are intended to cover both the asynchronous cue, in which the transition
contains only the mentioned instruction, as well as the synchronous (CSP) c&se, in which the
mentioned instruction is one of

it.

pair whi ch forms the transition.

The following more general event predicates, not associated with particular data., have
proven useful:

= 3z{a!%) - ",ome va.lue is being written on channel 0:.
(a?) = 3%(Q?%) - lome value is being read from channel Q.

(a!)

(,,) = (,,!)

V

(,,1) - There i. some event on channel

Q.

When specifying synchronously communicating sys term, each reading event is synchronized
with a writing event. Consequently it is sufficient to use the (Q!d) predicates. The authors of
[NGOI found it advisable to u.se only writing events even in specifications of asynchronously
communicating systems. The reason is that, if we use both reading and writing events, we have
also to specify the causal relation between the two type of events, such

&5,

that every (Q?d) event

must be preceded by an (o!d) event. This causes unne cessary complication of the specification.
We will follow this recommendation.

Specilic&tion IV-An Asynchronous Buffer
The precedin, three examples were a.1I given in the shared va.riables model. The current example

i. formulated in the asynchronous communication model.

-"-----1
0 /

Buffer
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Consider a. buffer with input cha.nnel

I

and output channel y . The events observable in this

system are the writing events on the two channels. We will refer to the event {:elm}, placing the
message m on channel
of m from

%.

I,

a.s a receiving event, even though it is distinct from the actual reading

We refer to the event (y!m ) as a. tran.smitting event .

Under the assumption that no two messages are alike, we can specify the behavior of an
unbounded buffer ... follows (lKVRI:

• Any message transmitted on y must have been previously placed on channel
( y!m) -

%:

~ (z!m)

• Messages are transmitted in the same order that they have been placed on the input channel
(first-in-first-out discipline) :
{ (y!m ) 1\ @~ (y1 m' )} -

~ {(z!m)

1\

@~ (z !m' ) }

This formula. states that if a message m, currently placed on the output channel y, ha.s been
preceded by the message m' placed on y, then there must have been a preceding event of m
being placed on

%,

still preceded by the event of m ' being placed on x.

• Meaaagea are unique:
«(z!m) 1\ @~ ( z!m')} -

(m '" m')

This requirement formalizes the assumption of message uniqueness. It represents an obligation
of the environment ·rather than of the buffer itself.
Liveness
• Each message placed on

%

will eventually be placed on y:
«(z!m» -

0

«(y!m»

The &S8umption that messages are distinct is essential to the validity of this specification.
Without this usumptl0n. a computation consisting of a receiving event (x!m) followed by two
transmissions of the same message (y!m) (y!m) will be a.cceptable.
This proble'm is not specific to the particular specification presented here. A theorem in

ISCFMj proves that it is impossible to give a temporal logic specification of an asynchronous
buffer without the assumption of distinct messages. In practice we can alwa.ys impose the
&ssumption of distinct messages by considering (not necessarily implementing) a unique seque nce
number or time-stamp a.ssociated with each message . The different sequence numbers ensure
distinction even when the messages themselves a.re identical.
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Alternative Languages for Specification of Computations
In the buffer e.x&m.pie, we saw that some simple and important properties cannot be expressed in
temporal logic. As a. result, we may wa.nt to consider languages that ha.ve • stronger expressive
power than that of TL. There are several ways to increa.se the expressive power of TL. We will
consider here one such extension based on regular expressions.
Regular Expressions over Finite Computation
The specifica.tion language of regular expressions is constructed out of

~tate-lormuJa&,

which are

considered to be the ba&ic uocabularv. This is different from the application of regular expressions
to forma.l languages and automata. theory. where the basic vocabulary is a finite alphabet. We
use a firat-order language to express the state-formulas. The slale-formula.s are combined into
regulu expressions by using the booJron operators .... , v and ", denoting the -operations of
complementation (CiL union (+L and intersection (nL and the 6equeneing operators a; fJ and

Q+, denoting the opera.tions of sequence concatenation and iteration.
The regular expressions are interpreted over sequences of states to which we refer as computations. We extend the domain of computa.tions, C, to include the emptv computa.tion A,

such that 1.1.1 =

o.

The aemantics of

reg~pressions

For a. state-formula. a, u

F=

evaluates to T over the sta.te

"0.

11
11
11
11
11

F
F
F
F
F

(~o)

a iff

q

over computations is defined as follows:

= {so} is a singleton computation and "0

<==>
<==>

I1poo

(ovP)

(Ol\P)

<==>

11

(0;/1)
(0+)

<==>
<==>

11

a, i.e., a

F 0 or 11 F P
F 0 and 11 F P

" ="1 • (12

with

01

F 0 and

F

a for i

11,

F P

for some Ie > 0 and

0= Ul .02 •.. . • Ole,
Ui

F

= l,,,.,Jc

Note that every non-empty computa.tion satisfies T+ but not neceMarily T, since T is
considered

&

computa.tion.

state formula. . We may define the formula
~nother

~

= ..,T+. characterizing the empty

useful derived operator is " which can be defined by:

As an example, if p and q are state-formulas, then the regular expression p. qT- is equivalent
to the TL formula pUq in the sense that :
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"F=

p'qT' <=> (",a)

F=

pUq,

for every finite non-empty computation.

Let

REG denote the

8et of regular expressions over at&te formulas . For a regular expression

o. leI L,(o) be the •• t of all finite non-empty computations that satisfy o .

w. call

L,(o) the

finitarv language defined by a. Similarly. for a TL formula 'P. we d.note by L,('P) the .. t of
all finite non-empty computations tha.t initially satisfy 'P. L,(IP) is called the jinitarll languoge

defined by 'P.
We denote by C,(REG) the class of all finitary languages that are definabl. by r.gular expr... ions. Similarly.

w. denote by C,(TL) , C, (TLF) the c1 ..... of finitary languages definabl.

by formulas of the corresponding logic languages .
Wolper haa studied in !WI the comparative expressive power of TLF versus REG. The first
observation he made ca.n be expressed by:

Proposition 1

Meaning: For every future-formula tp there exists a. regular expression

L,('P) = L,(a .. ). i. • .• for .v.ry non-empty computation
('" 0)

alP

such tha.t

CT.

F= 'P <=> " F= a".

Furthermore, there a.re regular expressions a such tha.t for no future formula. 'P is L ,( 'P) = L I (oJ .

To show the inclusion, Wolper constructs a tableau for the formula

II)

which can be inter-

preted as a finite automaton recognizing L,( IP). By standard technique.! (l HUJ) , this automaton
Cln

be translated into a regular expression

Q\j:I

such that L ,( 11)) = L J (O\j:l) '

To show that the inclusion is strict, we may consider the regular expression:

Thia expression states that there is a q·state following an even number of p-states. Clearly, the
expression

Q

manifests

th~

ability to count modulo 2.

To formalize the notion of counting, we define a language L over a vocabulary 1: as counting
if there exist words %,11, % E

r:., y :F

A, such that

:r;yi % E

L for infinitely many i's, and :z:yi z 'I. L

for infinitely many (different) i'•.
Obviously, LJ(O:) for the above

i'., while (p

-"

is

&

1\

~q)iq If,

0

is a count ing langua.ge since (p I\. .... q) i q E L(o ) for a.1I even

L(o) for all odd i·s. On the other hand, the langu.g. d.fined by p' ;q;T

nonpcounting language .
Clearly, the class of non-counting regular languages. (called NC). is a. strict subset of the

relular languages. as shown by the counting regular language L,(o:) . It ca.n be shown that
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all the regular languages definable by TLF formulas are non-counting (lZJ), and therefore the
regular expression a is not expressible by any TLF formula.
An alternative syntactic characterization of the non-counting regular langua.ges (NC-languages) is provided by the class of ,tar-frr.r. regular expressions (see IMNPJ) . A regula.r expression
is called star·frer., if it does not contain sub expressions of the form

Q+

or

QO,

with the exception

of the subexpressions T+ or T" . Denote the class of star -frer. regu lar expressions by SF.

Proposition 2 (lMNPil

That is: the class of non-counting regular languages is ident ical to the class of languages definable
by star-free expressions.
Indeed, the non-counting language definable by pO;q;T" is also definable by the star-free
expression:
[~(T"; (~p);

T' )[; q; T'

Proposition 2 also esta.blishes the equivalence of TLF formulas to SF expre:!'l!llions, i.e .,

C,(TLF) = C,(SF).
Realizing that TLF falls short of the full expressive power of REG, Wolper suggested some
extension to TLF that will make it as expressive as REG.
There are severa.l wa.ys to achieve this extens ion.

We will study them here under the

framework of propositiona.l TLF .
Quantification Over Propositions
Let", be a formula. and q a. proposition. The formula 3q : cp is interpreted over a computation

" by the defin it ion:

(O',i)

F=

3q: tp <=> There exists a computation

from

0'

a', differing

by at most the evaluation given to q,

such that

[,,'I

= [,, [ and (,,',j)

F <po

The counting specifica.tion requiring a q-state following an even number of p-states, can now be

expr... ed by the quantified TLF [ormula:

3r: {r " [(p ~ [r "O~ril" (~ p ~ [r " O rilJ U(r" q))
Th is formula states the existence of a proposition r which is initially true. It then changes

its truth value precisely on each occurrence of p, until a.n instant in which both rand q hold.
Obviously, r record5 the parity of the number of occurrences of p-sta.tes. If both q and r hold,
then this implies a q-stAte following an even number of p-state.s.
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An alternative e.xtenaion is provided by:

Fixpoints
Let

t1

be a particular computation, and cp(q) a formula which is positive in q, i.e., every occura

rence of q in

If)

to the equation

is under an even number of negations. A proposition p is said to be a ,olution
% E

'1'(%) over u, if for all positions i < lui (u,i)

F (p

E<p(p)). We can define

a.n ordering between formuli13 over e by:

t/J!;. X <=* (u,i)

F

(t/J ~ X) for all i, 0 $ i < lui·

A proposition p is called a minimal solution to the <equation % ;:; cp(%) over e, if it solves the
equation %;:; cp(%) over e a.nd for every other 6olution 9, p bcr q. Similarly, p is called a maximal

,olution if it solves the equation, and for every other solution q, q bcr p. It can be shown that
if cp(%) is positive in % it is monotonic over c . This means:
'.

Consequently, by the KnasteraTarsky fixpoint theorem, every formula 1p(%) positive in
possesses both a minimal fixpoint 6olution, denoted by

JlZ :

%,

'P(x) and a maximal fixpoint solua

tion, denoted by v% : '1'(%).
We define the interpretation of a fixpoinl formula at a position J' <

(e,i)

F JJ% : 1p

leI

by:

<===> The minimal solution to the equation
% ;:; I()

is true at position

i.

We consider some examples of fixpoint equations that yield familiar solu t ions.

First, we obaerve that

<> p satisfies the equation :

Next, let q be any proposition such that q :;::: (p v Oq) is satisfied at all positions i <

leI.

be established by induction on Ie = 0,1, . .. that q must be true at least at all positions
that (u,i

+ k) F

p, for some k ;:: 0, i.e., at positions

i s.tisfying (o,i)

<> p is the minimal solution.
In

8,

similar wa.y we can show that:

v% : (p

1\

0 %) = Dp
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FOp.

It can

i

such

It follows that

As a. matter of factI the maximal fixpoint is always dual to the minimal fixpoint as is

expr~!ed

by the relation

observing that if !p(z) is positive in

%

then so is -.'P(-.x) . Other related examples are:

v (p /l 0 x)1= pUq
:Iq v (p /I Ox)1= pUq

'"'' :Iq
vx

Howeverl the main fea.ture of fixpoint formulas is in their ability to express properties that
are inexpressible by ordinary TLF formulas. We can express the "'q after even number of pIS"
property by th~ formula.:

Wolper uses in !Wl fixpoints of restricted form l called grammar operators. They ha.ve the

I

I

same expressive power as the more general fixpoint operators considered here.
Both quantification

a.n~

fixpoint operators lead to precisely the same descriptive power. It

is not difficult to see that every fixpoint formula is equivalent to a quantified formula:
IiX: I<'(x) ;: 3q :{q /I

D lq ;: I<'( q) 1/1

'Ip: ( D ip;: I<' (p)!- D(q - p)))
This translation states the existence of a q which holds now l satisfies the !poe quat ion at all
positions I and such that every other proposition p satisfying the tp-equation is implied by q.
The translation in the other direction l fr om quant ified formulas to fixpoint formulas is more
complicated. It has been studied first by Buchi IBu JI and may invol ve non-elementary blow-up.
Since the two versions have been shown to be equivalent we will refer to both of them under
the generic name extended temporallogle (ETLF for the future fragment).
We summarize the above comparison of descriptive power of the different formalisms over

finite computations by the following proposition.

Proposition 3 (JLPZI. ITJ)
Let L be

8.

language (set) of finite computations . The following characterizations are equiv-

alent:
a)

L is definable by a TLF (ETLF) formula.

b)

L is definable by a first-order (second-order) logic of monadic predicates and linear order .

c)

L is definable by a. star-free (regular) expression.

d)

L is' a non-counting regular (regular) language.
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The connection of TLF to the first order theory of linear order ha.s been studied in IKJ
and IGPSSI. The connection of regular expressions to ETLF and second order theory has been

investigated in IBul.
Infinite Computations

In this section we extend our attention to sets containing both finite and infinite computations.
For a computation u and position k <
prefix of length k

+ 1.

lui

infinite computations. For a regular expression
u

and

&n

= .so, ... , "Ie

the finite

Q,

we define

F=

a for each i = 1,2, ...

F at..l

" F lim(Q)
As

we denote by u [O. . . kJ

There are two operators tha.t extend the scope of regular expressions to

~ " 10 ... kJ

Uj

F Q for

infinitely many k ~ O.

example, we can express the TLF formula O(p -

either at..l or Iim(a+) where a

pUq) over' infinite computations by

= (p+; q) V (...,p)+ . In order to capture the meaning of the temporal

formula. over both finite and infinite computations we may use a W V Q+ or Iim(a+) v Q+.
The counterpart of proposition 3 for infinite computations ill given by:

Proposition 4 (lTI)
Let L be a language of infinite computations. The following characterizations of L are
equivalent:

a)

L i. definable by • TLF (ETLF) formula.

b)

L is definable by a first-order (second.order) logic of monadic predicates and linear order.

c)

L i. definable by an expression of the form :

"

VIQ;;/li'J
j~l

where Qi,fh,i

d)

= 1, . . . n are star-free (regula.r) expressions.

L i.s definable by an expression of the form:

"

V Ilim(Q;)

1\

~ lim(/l;)J

i:::ol

where Qi, /3i, i

= 1, . .. n

are star·free (regular) expressions.

The forms ej and d) for the regular e&se were derived in IRI. iMeNI. IChl . Their versions
for the star-free cue were developed in IT] .
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•

Translations Between Past and Future
Let u be a finite computation of length
reflected computation u R

+ 1.

U u = "0, "1, ' "

I

"It

we denote by u R the

Q

tp, tpR

we denote by

=

QR

the reflected expression defined by:

'P .

= ~(aR)

(~a)R

(av {J)R = a R

V {JR

(a 1\ {J)R =

1\ {JR

(Q;{J)R

(a+)l!

= Ie

= "1" .. . ,$1,30 '

For a regular expression
For a state-formula

lui

QR

= {JR; QR

= (QR)+

Claim 1

For a temporal formula. tp, we define the reflected formula 'PR as the formula. obtained from 'P

by interchanging:

o with @ ,

and

U with 5

Claim 2
For a TL formula 'P, and a finite sequence <1, 1<11 = k

For a

atar~rree

expres!ion

Q,

+1

let TL(Q) denote the TLF-formula which is initially equivalent to

a over finite computations, as guaranteed by proposition 3. For a TLF formula 'P, let SF(¥,)
denote the star-free expression initially equivalent to

!p, a.5

guaranteed by proposition 3.

We will now relate two chuacterizations of a finite computa.tion; one by a TLF formula

evaluated at position 0, the other by a TLP formula evaluated at position k = 1<11 - 1. Note
that both characterizations apply to the 'Gmt computa.tion, in contrast to claim 2 where they
are applied to the computa.tion and its refiection.
Proposition 5

For every
, TLF (ETLF) formula 'P there exists

every finite computa.tion u:
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&

TLF (ETLF) formula <p, such that for

Proof:

We define.p = TL(ISF(<p)I R ), and establish the chain of equivalences:

F <P => u F SF( IP) => u R F ISF(IPW
=> (uR,O) F TL(ISF(IPJ[R) => (uR,O) F.p

(u,O)

<=

(u,lul -1) F (.p)R .

I
A. an example let IP be the formula pUq. Then SF(IP)
using p. in
Indeed:

&

= p:;q;T·

(with the minor violation of

.tar-free expression) . ISF( IP)I R = T·; q;p •. Finally, we get .p

(u,O)

= O(q 1\ 0

Dp).

F pUq <= (u, lui - 1) F 0 Iq1\ e Bpi

Proposition 6 (Past into Future) .
Every TL (ETL) formula <p is initially equivalent to • TLF (ETLF) formula.
Proof:
Let

I()

a TL formula. It is straightforward to translate it into a first order formula by intro-

ducing quantified va.riables representing time. Such a translation is easily done by replacing each
temporaJ operator by its semantic definition in terms of the explicit positions in the sequence.
Consider for example the formula

IP: DO(pSq)
It.! direct translation into a firs t order formula with explicit variables for time is:

We then have t.o use the techniques sketched in IGPSS] in order to translate the explicit
time formula into

&

TLF formula. In this case the translation results in the TLF formula:

The case Of. ETL to ETLF translati on is similar, except that the intermediate

ve~c1e

is the

second order weak monadic theory of linear orders.

I
Two formula.s or expressions,
infinite computa.tion

UI U

F V'1

I()l

iff

C

and

I() 2 ,

are defined to be initiaJlv w· equiuaie nt if for every

F V' 2 .
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Proposition 7 (Normal Form)
Ev.ry TL (ETL) formula'P is initially w-equival.nt to a formula of the form :

"
wh.r. 'P" V;" i

= 1, . . . , n a.re TLP (ETLP) formulas .

Proof:
Let r.p be a TL formula. By proposition 4 it ill initially w-equivalent to the expression:

" llim(a, ) A ~ Iim(I1;)1
V
i= l

where

Qi

a.nd flt are stu-free expressions.

D.fin. 'P, =

IT L(ar)I R and V;, =

~ITL(l1r)JR. By the d.finition of r.Rection of .xpr .... ions

and TL formulu it follows that !Pi and "pi are past formula.s and that for every finite computation

17 of length k

+ 1:
I7F

a,

17i--/L

iff (l7,k) F
iff (17, k)

'P, ILIld

F ~V;, .

Coru:ider now a.n infinite computation a . By the definitions
17

F Iim(Q,)

<= For infinitely many k'. 17la .. kIF a,
<= For infinitely many k's (ola ..kl, k)

F 'P,

_I7F oO 'P,
Similarly

I7F

~(lim(I1;)) _

17 p!.lim(l1;) <= 17 p!. 00(~V;;) <= 17 F ~ OO(~V;,)

_

I7F OoV;,

The required initial w-equivalence follows . A similar construction holds for the ETL cue,
utin, regular expresaiona instead of stu-free expressions.

I
We reler to the disjunctive formula obtained in proposition 7

a.5

the normal form for TL

formulas.
A more comprehensive result that estab lishes in itial equivalence over both finite a.nd infinite
computa.tions is:
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·,

• Every TL (ETL) formula. 'P is initially equivalent to a formula. of the form:
n

, .. 1

where

fPOI

'Pi,

"'i, i = 1, ... 1 n are TLP

In this representation

IPo

(ETLP) formula,."

describes the behavior of 'P over finite computa.tions, while the

remaining disjunction describes its behavior over infinite computations.
All examples of the TL

-+

Normal form translations we may consider (for state-formulas p

and q):

Dp

"'inil

DO ( B p)

Oq

"'in,'

DO (0 q)

D(p - pUq)

"'inil

Di(~p) -

(~p)Sqll\ DOI(~p)Sql

The normal form theorem (proposition 1) leads to several observations. The first is that
every TL-expressible property is (initially) equival~nt to a positive (nega.tion-free) boolean combination of la/ttl; properties of the fOfm DIP, and livenu& properties of the forms

DOcp

OO!p. In fact, it actually shows that we do not even need the DIP form, but it

is useful to

and

sep&rate the safety component from the live ness components whenever pos.:sible.
A second observation is that in order to specify properties of infinite computations, it is
sufficient to apply the temporal combination

00 and its negation (00). to finite-eomputation

properties. This is analogous to the situation in language theory, where one operator, either a W
or lim( a), is sufficient in order to extend regular expressions into w-regular expressions.
Observing that the main contribution of TL to infinitary specificatioJU is in the operators

DO and 00, we may wish to consider alternative formalisms for the description of finite-computations properties. Choosing such an alternative we may combine it with TL by applying
the four

buic operaton 0,0, DO and 00 to formulas in the chosen formalism .

Finite Histories and Predicates Over Them
The idea of combining TL with another langua.ge that describes properties of finite computations,
'1

haa been successfully applied to communication-based systems. As already commented above,
the natural 'description of these systems is in terms of sequences of events, which correspond to
messages being sent (or received) along channels. Specification and verification of such systems
by temporal logic have been consistently and successfully studied by Owicki, Hailpern, Schwart.:r;,

Melliar-Smith, Nguyen and Gries in a sequence of .rticles IHOI. IHal, ISMSI. INGOI.
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However, ra.ther than apply the TL formula,., directly to the events themselves, Owicki and
Hailpern preferred to record the events in a hi!torv variable and specify ita beha.vior. A history
varia.ble h, is a. virtual va.riable (i.e., not a. program variable) added to the sta.te, such that at
any point in the computa.tion it conta.ins the sequence of a.1I events that occurred up to thil
point.
Consider for example a computation in which we can obaerve the following event.s:

where

I

1'2

denotes some interna.l transition

~soci&ted

with no communica.tion event.

If we augment the sta.tes of this computation by the history variable h, we would obtain
the following assignments for h in each of the states:

'o[hl = A
'dhl = (x!m, )
.,[hl = (x!m,)(x!m,)
•• [hl

= (x!m, )(x!m,)

•• [hl = (x!m,)(x!m, )(y!m,)

Note that since no communication event is associated with
The advantage

1'2,

"2lhl = "3Ih1 .

Jf this approach is that we can now use any non-temporal language to specify

properties of h. 51ch a language can include operations on finite sequences, 6uch as selection
of a single element, prefix, or suffixi concatenation of finite sequences, and most importantly
projectioJ1.3, Le., selection of a subsequence of those events that satisfy a certain criterion.

The most natura.! and useful projections are projections on channels. For a given history
value h, and a. channel :t, we may define x to be the projection of h on;r;. This means the
subsequence of events in h which denote transmissions along channel x.

We may regard x

either u a function of h, or as an additional virtual history variable to which we append only
tra.namisiiolUl on the channel x.
With theae notations and their interpretations, we may reconsider the specification of the
uynchronous buffer with input channel x and output channel y. Using the notation
denote that the sequence

01

is a prefix of

02,

01

C

, ;-1

f'

to

we can suggest the following specificati.qn:

S.fety:
O(y ~ x)
This formula. states that the sequence of me ssages transmitted along (the output) channel
is always a. prefix of the sequence of messages tha.t were transmitted along (the input) cha.nnel
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Sf
%.

Note that it implies that any message output must have been input and that ordering between
messages is preserved.

Liveness:

(x = X) ~ O(y = X)
This formula states that any sequence of messages X that represents all the input messages
up to some time t, will eventually be duplicated on the output channel.
Note that, since we can now refer to 8equencu of mesSages, we no longer have to require
that messages are unique.
The work in ISMSj contains an interesting discussion about tradeoffs between using purely
behavioral descriptions such a.s past-formulas, and lumping more of the history into the state
by way of history variables and using state formulas such a.s y ~ x. The authors distinguLsh
between the cue of bounded states and the case of unbounded states. The contrast between the
two is particularly strong in the case of finite-state systems, whose internal state may assume
only finitely different values. For example, shared variables programs using only variables that
range over finite domains, are finite--state

progra~.

For such programs, the purely behavioral

view leads to specifications and verification using only propositional temporal logic, which due
to its decidability is a great advantage. If, however, we choose to use history variables, then even
the finite--state case leads to unbounded sequences which are no longer amenable to proposi.
tional treatment. An important observation is that most of the recently studied communication
protocols are either originally finite-state programs , or can be somewhat abstracted to svnchronization ,keldorY which are finite-state . The fact that history variables transform finite-state
systems into unbounded-state systems, has been' a constant source for objections to their use in
specification and verification.
However, a recent suggestion by Wolper IW2] ma.y lead to removal of some of the objections.
We can interpret his suggestion as sa.ying that the importa.nt thing is not what the state contain."
(i.e., bounded or unbounded a.mount of information), but wha.t predicates a.re applied to the
state in

8.

specification. As an exa.mple, the state may contain a. history variable that record.! all

incoming messages, but if the specification only refers to the most recent message, it may still
retain a finite-sta.te/propositional character.
We may

sy~tactically

ensure that the specification only refers to the history va..rifbles in a

"finite-state" way by introducing re9uiar predicates. The general form of a regular predicate is

•

{a}lhl, where a is a regular expression, possibly containing state formulas, and b is a history
va.riable. For example, to specify that the sequence of messages, transmitted on :z: up to the
present state, contains a.n even number of messages whose value is a, is given by:
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{[( ~(z!a) ) ° (z!a) Hz!a))O (z!a)) ° (~ (z!a) ) O} [xl

When we cOMider

&

projection corresponding to a. single channel we ma.y remove the channel

name from the event description, obtaining much more reada.ble specification:
{(( ~(a))" (a)( ~(a))" (a)) ° (~(a) r} [xl

Wolper a.lso shows that even

&

large class of non-finite-atate system yield to propositiona.i

specification. This is the class of data-independent programs, i.e" programs that m&l\ages com-

munication on different channels but never look iLl the message contents. Data.-independence
can be syntactica.lly checked (or a given program, by observing that the only operations performed on message-contents a.re reading from channels to variables, writing from variables to
channels, and copying between variables.
OUf buffer is a good example of such systems. It is certa.inly not a. finite-state system, since
it is allowed to accumulate an unbounded number of received messages before transmitting them.
Most of the common implementations of a buffer system are data-independent, and therefore
should allow propositional

sp~cification.

Following is a propositional specification of the buffer, in the style proposed in IW2j:

•

D[{TOpr)[yl- {rpr)[xil
This formula states/ hat, for an unspecified proposition p, if some message in y satisfies

p then some message in x must satisfy p. Since the program may not test whether a. message

satisfies p, it can guarantee this specification only by making sure that:
Every transmitted message must have been previously received.

•

D[{TOppr)[yl- (TOppT°}ixl)
If there are two consecutive output messages satisfying p, then there must have p.ef/l two

consecutive p-r:nessa.gea in the input. Again, since the program may not compare if twq mesaages
axe identical, this guarantees:

,

No message is unnecessarily duplicated on output.

•

D({TOpqTO)[YI_ (TOpqTO)[xJ)

This formula guara.ntee3 that the ordering between messages is pre.5erved from input to output.
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Liveness

•

{T"p}lxl_

o [{T"p}lyl]

This formula states that if the most recent input message at so me instant satisfies p, then at
some future instant the latest output message will satisfy p. Again, due to data-independence,

this guarantees:
Every message received will eventually be transmitted.

Transitions Based Specifications
Another approach to the non-temporal representation of the safety, or finite-prefix properties,
is the transition-based approach of Lamport (e.g. ILII). In this approach, a specification gives
a list of transitions, the events associated with them, and t.heir properties. For each transition,
we specify its effect on the state, defining a rela.tion between the state before and after the
transition. We also specify the liveness properties of the transition by a temporal formula that
states the conditions under which the transition must eventually be activated.
To describe the tra.nsiti ons, Lamport uses state-functions. These can he seen

M

functions

over the history h.
For example, we can specify the buffer by two transits ions associated with events on x and
y, respectively:

Receive (m):
Enabling Conditions: T
Action: (Q' = Q .m)

Event : ( x!m )

Tran.smit (m):
Enabling Condition: hd( Q)
Action: (Q' = ti(Q))

=m

Event : (Y'm )

Liven... : O(hd(Q) = m) -

o [Tran.smi.(m)1

In this notation the primed versions of the va riables refer to their values after the transition
hu been activated. The state function used in the specification is the queue Q. The

t~¥l,itions

above spec ify ~ow Q is changed on each event, but we can also give an independent., definition
of the value of Q a.s a function of h . Obviously, Q at any point equals the sequen ce of messages

,

m, occuning within (x !m) events in h, from which we have removed all messages that also
appeared within (y! m ) events. Algebra.ically we can represent it as Q = y \ x where we define

al = a,\a3 iff a,.

Ul

= 03·
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An important characteristic of this method is the license to use arbitrary data structures
as values of state functions. Indeed, wha..t is more natural than modelling a buffer by a queue Q
with the operations of .-concatenation, hd, and tl. Using a queue for the specification should
not imply any implementation bias, i.e., any implication that a queue should appear in the
implementation.
To compare this method with the prev ious ones . we can translate the trans ition based
specification into a single, admittedly big , temporal formula.

In the case of the buffer, the

translation leads to the following specification:
1.

3Q{IQ

= AI"

0 [i(Q'

2.

= Q) ,, ~ ( %) "

~ (y ) l v

3.

I(Q' = Q. m) " (%!m)lv

4.

I(Q' = tl(Q)) " (y!hd(Q) )il "

o (D(Q;o!!)-O (y))}

5.

Line no. 1 in this specific:ation asserts the existence of a state function Q of type queue,
and states that Q is initially empty. The existential quantification over Q hides Q from external
observation a.nd removes any implementation bias.

Lines 2-4 assert the safety part of the

specification that describe the possible sta.te-changes and the associated events.

The three

possible changes are:
Line 2: No events occur and Q is preserved over the next step .
Line 3: There is an input event (%!m) , which causes the message m to be appended to the queue

(Q' = Q.

mi·

Line 4: There is an output event (1I!hd{Q)). which transmits the message a.t the head of Q to 11
.."d remove it from the head of the queue (Q' = tl(Q)).
Note that the 41input" event (%!m), corresponds to the tranJmiJ8ion of the message m on
the channel

%,

from channel

presumably performed by the environment, and not to the rea.ding of the message
%

into the system. This ma.ke.s, in some sense, channel

%

a part of the system.

Line no. 5 is the Iiveneas put of the specification. It states tha.t the system cannot indefi·
nitely hold

&.

non-empty queue without eventually transmitting some measage.

Note that Iiveness is only required for the output of the system. Since input is controlled
by the e~vironment, the requirement that inputs will continue to arrive is not part of the
specifica.tion.
We would like to summarize t his d iscussio n by repeating that, as a minimalistic view,
the main contribution of TL to specificati o ns is the operators O.

=

O.

~O.

00, which

are applied to finite-.sequence properties in order to express Iiveness and fairness properties of
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infinite sequences. One may choose past TL formulas as well as alternative formalisms in order
to Bpecify the finite sequence properties. Another observation is that the same expressive power
over infinite Bequences is provided by the

QW

and Iim(Q) operators of w~regular languages.

A Global Proof System
In this Bection we present some elements of a proof system for proving propert.ies of reactive
systema. We refer to this system as goba/, because it is only applica.ble to entire reactive systems,
and cannot be applied to components of systems.
The proof system consists of three parts:

1)

The general (uninterpreted) part includes the proof methods of un interpreted temporal
logic, Le.,

I .

a)

Axioms and inference rules for proving the validity of general temporal formula.s
such as:

b)

Tableau methods that provide algorithms for checking satisfiability and validity of
propositional

2)

TL~formulas.

The Domain Part characterizes the properties of the data domain over which the prtr
gram data variables range. The domain part includes:
a)

Axiomatic characterization of domains and basic data structures over them, such
as integers, lists, trees, sets, etc.

b)

Induction schemes over well founded domains that may be used to establish
poral proofs by induction .

tem~

The schemes admit arbitrary temporal formulas as

subformula.s, e.g.,

",(k + I) - O",(k)
",(k) _ 0",(0)

3)

The Program Part introduces program axioms which restrict the set of sequences fon~
sidered to be computations of a given program.

,

We refer the reader to [MP4j for a comprehensive description of the full proof system. Here
we will concentrate on the program part.
The proof principles will be formulated for the general fair transit.ion system but illustrated
on concrete examples.
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For a formula

/(J,

we write P

~ C{J

to denote the fact tha.t

If)

is provable by the proof system,

when the program part is specialized to the program P. Since the proof system is sound, thia
implies that

/{J

is vaHd over all computations of P . If the program P is understood from the

context, we simplify the notation to I-

/p .

Let P be a fair transition system, and rET a. transition. Let IP and f/J be state-Cormula.s.

We denote by ~ {'" }T{ tP} the fact that the formula

is provable. The formula abtes: that if the state .s/ is a T-successor of the !p-state .s (i.e., "
satisfies

t.p

and.s' 'can be obtained by executing

T

on .s), then .s' is a 1P-state. The formula should

hold Cor arbitrary .s and .s'. For each concrete model this Cormula is expressible a.s a first order
non-temporal formula over the program domain, depending on the particular transition

T.

The

resulting formula. should be proved within the domain part of the proof system. We refer to the

validity of {",}r{tP} by saying that

T

The predicate En(r) states that

I,ads from",
T

10

tP.

is enabled on s. It implies that r can be activated on ,

to yield a possible successor.
The above two notions can be generalized to set" of transitions. Let 5 ~ T be a set of
transitions. We write {IP}S{4t} to denote that each transition

T

in S leads Crom

If)

to,p. We

write En(S) to denote that .ome transition in S is enabled.

A single rule that suffices for proving most safely properties is the inuariance Tule . Let P be a
program. and

/{J

an (Uurtion (state-formula).

INV

The first prelllise to this rule requires that

e,

the initial condition of P, implies IP. The second

premise requires that all transitions in P lead from

t.p

to

!p ,

Le., preserve

t.p .

Together, the two

premises ensure that IP hold! initially, and is preserved over any computational step . Hence it
must hold continuously, as stated by the consequence.
For i < j, we introduce the notation at li .. i as an abbrevia.tion for the disjunction:
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lit l; V at t,.+ 1 V .. . V at i,-

Ex&mple 1
variabl~

Consider the following shared

program:

We wish to prove the partia.l correctness of this program wj'th r~pect to the' precondition
(which is put of the program) and the post-condition

%

%

=0

= 2,

Note tha.t for this program:

e: Ix ~ 0) 1\ lot
and that there are two transitions : io -

1,,)

1\

it and ma -

'PI~I'~';x) :

X

lot mol
mi.

Consider .the state formula.:

+ at I" + at mo

~ 2

where we use a.rithmetiza.tion of boolean va.lues, taking T = 1 a.nd F = O.
To a.pply the !NY rule to !P , we check first the premise: 0 - !p. We observe that

Ix

~

0)

1\

lot t o ~ 1)

1\

lot mo

~

Consider first r: Lo -

e - 'P immediately follow •.

1), from which

Next , we establish {'P}r{'P} for each r

e-

e {to -tl,mo - ml }'

Lt. The formula represent ing {!p} r {tp} is:

Ix + at I" + at mo ~ 2)

1\ ( . '

e ' Is )) - (x ' + lot to )' + lot mol'

~ 2)

where the primed elements represent their va.lues in the suc cessor state s'. Inspecting the clause
&'

E r(&} we observe that

,.' e 'ls)l-

lot to ~ 1)

1\

(lot 1,,)' ~ 0)

1\

(lot mol' ~ at mol

1\

lx' ~ x + 1) .

From this implication it is easy to see that

Is' E ' Isll - x' + lot t o)' + lot mo)' ~ x + at t o + at mo

,
from which the needed premise direct ly follows .
In a similar way, we can easil y esta blish the "lead s-to" proper ty of the second transition:

('P}imo - m d{'P ) . By the INV rule we co nclude:
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D(at I.o+at mo +%= 2)

From this formula. it is easy to infer:

Dlat

l,

1\

at

m, - (%= 2)[

which slates the partial correctness of P relative t o the post-condition

%

= 2.

A slightly more general situation is presented by the program:

We can use the invariant:
'P :

%

+ 2 . at 1.0 + 3 . at mo =

5

in order to derive the pa.rt ial correctness proper ty;
D (at l,

1\

at

m, -

( x = 5))

Example 2

Consider the following program for solving the mutual exclusion problem (lPel) :

{ Yl

= y, = t = F)

II

t:= F

t:= T

Ho-----{m'

)lo----{l,

-F,-

The mutual exclusion (safety) proper ty we want to establish is:
D ~( at l3 1\ at m3)

i.e., the program never reaches a state in which bo th processes are in their respective critical
sections (l3 and m3) at the same time.
The mutual exclus ion property is pr ov en by establis hing several invariances :
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I

Claim 1

Let

!PI

denote the state formula

is true, hence

e -

!II

== at f L . 3 . At the initial state of the program .....Yl

'PI- To show {lPt}r{tpd. we observe that no transition of

l\ at

P2 a.ffects

to

CPl.

hence it is lIufficient to consider transitions of P ,I :

to II -

= at t'I..3 = T, hence 'P /l = T .
l2.l2 - is: 'P't = 'P, hence 'P I is preserved.

i l : yi

is -4,: 111.

= a.t l'1. .3 = F , hence 'P'I = T.

In a. similar way' we establish:

Claim 2

Consider next:

Claim 3

0",,: O((at l,

1\

at m,) ~ t)

Let lP2 denote the formula. (at L3 " at m2) transitions preserve a. formula

tp ,

t. In general , in order to check that all

it is sufficient to consider pctentiallv /alsrJSJing transitions.

These are transitions that may modify the variables on which 'P depends in a way that may
lead from 'P = T to

!p'

= F.

H r.p has the special form PI - Pl. it is sufficient to consider transi t ions that may tum PI
from F to T, or turn
T

P2

from T to F . Furthermore, if PI has the form Xl"

X2

can only modify Xl, it is sufficient to study its effect under the assumption

and a transition
X2

= T.

Consequently, for the formula 'P2 it is sufficient to consider the transitions:

at l3

= F, hence!P2 = T .

i'J - i31 U5uming at m2: This transition is possible only when ""'Y2 v t. By claim 2, at m2 - Y2.
hence the transition is possible only when t

= T . Since t' = t =

Claim 4

O.p, : O(at m,

1\

The proof is similar to the proof of Cl aim 3.
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at I,

~ ~ ,)

T,

'P ; = T .

We can now address the proof of the mutual exclusion property. Let V' denote this property:
10: ~(at

Initi .. lly at

lo" at mo :::: T, hence

e-

t,

1\

at m,)

!p.

Consider the potenti ..lly f.. lsifying tr .. nsitions:
while at m3: The transition is possible only if ""'V2

V

t. Before the tra.nsition we

ha.ve at i2" at m3. By claim 4 this implies ....,t. By cl .. im 2 and at m3 it follow. that
V2 :::: T. Hence the transition is impossible.

m3 while at /.3: Similarly to i2 - i3 , due to claims 1 .. nd 3 the tra.n.sition is impossible.

m2 -

-I

We may conclude:
D~(at

t, 1\ at m,).

Relation to the NoneInterference Proof Method
An important proof method for partial correctneu of concurrent programs is based on the notion
of non-interference.

assertion. format in

It was suggested in syntax-directed form in

IOGl

and in intermediate-

IL1J.

In its simplest form, the method can be summarized as follows:
Conaider .. program consisting of two concurrent processes:

We usume that

lo, ... ,ie are labels of statements in the first process, and mo •...• me are labels

of sta.tements in the second process.
Assign the assertiorlSj 'Po, .. . ,!Pc to the locations in the first process, and Wo, . ..•

"'I

to the

locations in the secon,d process. The intended meaning of these assertions is that of the classical
intermediate uaertionl used in Floyd's method . That is, whenever control re.sides at ii in PI
and mi in P2, it it expected tha.t !Pi

1\

!/Ii holds. Consequently, on termination we get !Pc

1\

""t·

In order to verify that this intended mea.ning indeed holds for all possible computations,
we have to ensure that:

a)

I" -

100 1\

0/10

and tha.t for each transition r: l, - It+1 in PI the following two requirements are satisfied:

,

b)

{1O;}r{IO;+.}

c)

For each j = O••. • • t. (o/Ij )r{"j ).

AnaJogoWi requirement.s must be sa.tisfied for ea.ch
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mj -

mj+1

in P2.

Requirement b) is the usua.l verificat.ion condition for a. transit.ion in PI ' Requirement.
c), ca.lled the non-interference condition, sta.tes that no act.ion in PI may . int.erfere with the
assertions of Pl'
In the syntax-directed version of this method, we first conduct separate axiomatic proofs

of {'PO}P'{'PI} and {l/>o}P,{I/>,} in the style of Hoare-Logic. (The Hoare-triple notation used
here refers to p&rtiai correctness of PI and Pl relative to their specifications.) However, the
intermediate U5ertiona used in esta.blishing the separate partia.l correctness statements a.re not
discarded, as is done in the sequential case, but are retained within the program t.ext of PI and P'J
&S

annota.tions. We refer to the a.nnot.at.ed partial correctness st.atement as a. prool-outline. Later,

we have to establish non-interference between the actions of PI and the assertions appearing in
I ,

the proof outline for P 2 and vice-versa. The non-interference conditions that have to be proven
are identical to conditions c) above.
The number of non-interference checks that have to be performed is £'J.
It is straightforward to recast this st.yle of verifica.tion into our globa.l invariant form. Define
a global invlUiant:

I:

[0

(at li " 'Pi)

'co

1" [0 (at m, " 1/>,)1
JCO

Assuming that requirements a), b) and c) of the non-interference method have been established,
we can show that I satisfies the premises of the INV rule.
First, we observe that 9: IP" at

1.0 " at mo implies I, since by a) IP

-+

'Po" wo.

Next, let us consider a transition r:li -li+I ' We have to show {I}r{l}. Since r is enabled
only when a.t ii

= T,

it is sufficient to consider this case, i.e., {I" at li}r{l} which amounts to:

,

,

{'Pi"at li" V(at m,"I/>,) }r{'Pi+' "at li+." V(at m, "I/>,)}
J=O

)=0

It ia not difficult to see that the follow ing set of conditions is sufficient to guarantee the correctneM of the statement a.bove:

1)

{at l;}T{at l; +cl

2)

{'Pi}T{'Pi+.}

3)

{1/>,}r{I/>,}foreachj=O,I, ... ,t.

Condition 1) is, a trivial consequence of the effect of r:l ;

-+

li+l'

Conditions 2) and 3) are exactly conditions b) and c) which by a.ssumption have already been
establi.hed.
A naive count of steps seems to imply that the complexity of checking the premises of the
INV rule is only 2· t, since we only have to do one ver i6cation step for each transition in PI and
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P2. However, the size of I is 2· t times the size of the assertions used in the non~interference
method. Since the single verification step for I reduces into t + 1 verification steps for the I()i
and 1/;/s, it becomes appa.rent that, in general, the amount of work in the two methods is the
same. In speciaJ cases we may use devices, such a.s the a.rithmetization of predicates, to give a
more compact representation of global invariants.
It is also straightforwa.rd to reduce a proof using a. global invariant, into a proof by the
non-interference method. Given a global invariant I we can define loca.! assertions by:

We

C&r\

IIhow that if I satisfies the premises of the

INV

rule, then the

'Pi'S

and 1/;/11 defined

a.bove satillfy conditions aL b) and c) of the non-interference method.
We may summarize thi5 discussion by suggesting that apart from syntactical differences,
the two methods are esllentially equivalent.
We refer the reader to the papers by Schneider, and Hooman and De Roever in this volume,
that discuss the non-interference methodology in much greater detail.
Proving Liveness Properties
Similarly to the lIafety ca.se, there is a single basic rule for establishing Iiveness properties. The
basic rule is adequate for proving those live ness properties that need only one computation step
in order to be realized. For proving Iiveness properties that need many or even an unbounded
number of steps to be achieved, we embed the basic rule within an appropriate induction scheme . .
The liveness rule comes in two different versions. The versions differ in the type of fa.irness
which ill used to e.stablish the property. We will consider in grea-ter detail the rules that rely on
j1Utict (weu fairness), a.nd refer the reader to

IMPSI for a detailed account of the rules that

rely on (strong) /ol:r"e ...
Let P be a program and Jh E J a justice set of transitions. The basic rule for proving
livenesa properties that depend on the ju.stice set J h is given by :
(J-) LIVE

Let

I()

and 1/; be two state formulas,

and J h E J a justice set

A. I- {<p} T {<p v,p }
B. I- {<p }J.{,p}

C. I-

<p -

l,p v En(J.)1
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The ru le also implies the simpler conclusion ~ - 0 I/J.
To see that the LIVE rule is sound, assume that premises A-C are valid over all comput a·
tions of P. Let
for some j

(1

be a .computation initially satisfying IP (the more general case that (O",i)

is similar), and such that I/J is never satisfied in

~ 0

0".

F~

By premise A it follows that

'P continuously holds. By premise C and the assumption that I/J never holds, J", is continuously

enabled. By premise B, no transition in JII. is ever taken, since, if taken, it would have been taken

W, contrary to our assumption . Hence

from a tp-state and immediately satisfy

enabled but never activated, showing that

0"

J", is continuously

is an unjust sequence and therefore unacceptable

as computation. We conclude that all computations that satisfy 'P sometime, must satisfy W
sometime later. This establishes the validity of ~ _

Ow. The until property

~Uw follows

'P -

from premise A that implies that 'P continuously holds until Wis achieved . We refer to J", as the
htlpful justice set, and in case it coincides with the set of all transitions of one of the processes,

we call this process the helpful process.
Let us illustrate the application of this rule on the following simple program:
P :{x =O} [l lo :x:= I ;

1,:1 I Imo:

whilex=Odoskip;

m,:IJ

where the possible transitions are:
For Pi: lo - ll'
For P2 : mo - mo, provided x = 0i

mo - mit provided x -:f: 0.
We wish to prove (at to " at mol -

0 {at fl

1\

at md, i.e., termination of P. This is

estab lished in two steps .

Lemma I

(at lo /\ at

mol - 0

(at l, /\ at

mo /\ x =

I)

We use the LI VE rule withV' : at lol\at mo,w:at lll\at mo l\( x = 1). J", = PI = {to -ld.
We use PI to denote the iustice set consisting of all the transitions belonging to PI'
It is not difficult to check that all the premises of the LIVE rule hold ,

Premise A stales th at any transition starting from at lo l\at mo must yield a

(at t.o 1\ at m~)

V

(at tl "a t mo

1\

stat~

sa't isfying

x = 1). This is indeed the case .

Premise B states t1tat any transition in Pi , and we have only t.o - tl to consider, will lead
from v> to I/J. This is also obvious.
Premise C states that as long as at
...;:

.~

...

to " at

mo holds, the trans ition

This is Lrue, since t o - tl Is aiwd.Ys enabled when at
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4J

JlulJ~ .

to -

£1 is enabled.

Consequentl y, lemma. 1 is established .

This lemma. is again established by the .LIVE rule, taking 'P:a.t II "at rna " (.:z:

,p: at

il " at ml, and ]",

= P, = {rna -

= 1).

m o, m o - ml} '

Since ma _ ml is the on ly t ransition enabled when

.:IT

= 1, all premises of the rule follow.

The two lemmu may now be combined to yield the desired result.
The situation illustrated a.bove , that a liveness property needs sever&! application of the
basic rule, is very common. We can ins titutionalize it in a rule, called the Chain rule.

Chain
Let 'Po , 'P l ," . , 'P k be state-formulas
Ai . ~!P i - cpiU (Vj< i 'P j)
for all i = 1. .. . ,k

The rule also implies the simpler co nclu sio n {V:=o 'P i} - O'Po.
This rule cons idefl a finite seque nc e of assert io ns {state-formu las}, and assumes that a.
lemma Ai hu been proven for each CP .. i = 1, . .. , k . T he lemma states that if CPt ho lds , it will
cont inue t o hold until the computation rea.ches a stat e which satisfies some 'Pj with a lower
rank,

i < i.

Usually, each of the lemmas is proven by one appli cat ion of the L1VE rule .

The conclusion states that if a.ny of the V'" i = 0, ... ,Ie , ever holds, t hen some 'Pj , j

:=::

1, . . . ,Ie will hold untillPo is established .
Example 3
Let us recons ider Peterson 's mu tu al exclusio n program, and establish for it the Iiveneb property
of occeuibi1itv.

The property states that whenev'er PI wishes t o enter its critical section, signalled by the

-.

1.0 - il transit ion, it will event uall y be adm itted to it (enter iJ ). A s imilar property can be
established for P, .
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We use the framework of the Chain rule with the following sequence of assertions:

IP4: at i2 1\ at m3

/Pa: at i:z 1\ at m:z 1\ .... t
/P6:at il ·

Corresponding to the premise of the chain rule we establish the following sequence of
lemmas , using a !Single application of the LIVE rule for each one.

LI:(at I, A at m, A~ t) -Oat /"
L,: (at I,

A

at m.) - 0("' 1 V at I,)

L,: (at I,

A

at mol - O[(at

L,: (at I,

A

at m,) - O(at I,

L,: (at I,

i\

at m,

L.: at

II -

i\

t) -

0("" v"',

e, A at
A

0 (at
V "',

m.) v at 1,[
J, = P,

at mol ,

I,

J, = P,

at m,)

i\

v",,) ,

J, = PI

T his proof can be concisely rep resented by a diagram, called proof lattice in

lOLl. In our

version we label edge3 between the nodes corresponding to possible transitions between the
assertions by the process responsible for the transition. We denote helpful processes by circling
them in the diagram: Below is the diagram corresponding to the proof of accessibility presented
above:

®I
PI .

att2

.1JP,

r

at tl

I

l at m"t I

16)

I at m,l
P,

Cl. ~

l

at

I"TI IJ

I
lat

®I

® ®

P,

mlJ

~

at t 2 ,at m2, .... t

®'
I

at I,
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I

PI

The Chain rule is adequa.te for live ness proper t ies which require a bounded number of
"helpful" steps for their achievement, e.g., a.t most 6 in the case of accessibility in the preceding
example. The bound we mentioned must be uniform a.nd independent of the initiaJ state.
There are many cues in which no such apriori bound can be given. To dea.l with these
cases we must generalize the induction over a. fixed finite subra.nge of the integen, implicit in
the Chain rule, into an explicit induction ov.e r arbitrary well-founded posets (partially ordered

set.) .
Let (A, -<) be

&

well-founded poset, Le., a set A with

,8o

par t ial order re l&lion -< such that

there do es not exis t an infinite sequence of deseending elements:

Instead of finitely many assertions 'PO , 'P l, ' .. , 'P .I!:, we consider now a sing le usertion 'P(Q),
dependent on a pa.rameter a E A. In comparison, we could represent the 'Pi 'S appea.rinc in

the Chain rule as a .ingle assertion lP(i) = 11'; with i

e I!..kl.

Let'" be a goal as.ertion

(corresponding to 'Po of Cbain) . Then the well-founded Iiveness rule is given by:

Well ·

Let (A. -<) be a well founded poset.
lP(a) and "' . assertions (state-formulas)
A. ~ lP (a) - IP(Q)UI'" v 3P -< a : IP(P)!

~ lP (a) - 13P

:! a : IP (P)!U'"

The rule also implies the simpler conclusion 'P (Q) -

establi.h the .impler premi.elP(a) -

01'" v 3P -< a

The loundnesa of the rule is obvious. If

t1

O t/J , a.nd in th is case it is sufficient to

: IP(P)!.

is a. computation which initially satisfies 'P(a),

but never latiafiea "', premise A yields an infinitely decreasing sequence:

such that lP(a;) hold. at some point in u . Thi. contradicts the well-foundednes. of

(.of. -<) .

Example 4
We illustrate the Well rule on the foll owi ng simpl e example.

P: {z=l)[ llo : z: =-z; 1, : 111
Ime: while.:z: > Odo.:z:: =z + l; mt: while.:z: < Odo.:z: : =x+l; m2 : 1]
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The liveness property we wish to establish is termination:

[at 1.0 /\ at mo /\ (x = 1)1 ~ O[at t, /\ at m,[
The well founded poset we choose is:

([0 .. 3[ x N, -<Iu)
where [0 .. 31 x N is the set of pairs of integers (k , n) with 0 ~ k ~ 3 and n ~ O. The ordering
-<In

is defined by

(k, n ) >-Iu: {k', n'}

¢=>

k > k' or (k ::; k' and n > n') .

Following is the parameterized assertion we choose, in which the dependence of !p(a) on
the state" is explicitly displayed:

",(_, (k, n») = ",«t"m j ,x), (k,n») =

[(x > 0) '" at tol/\ [at m", ~ at t, /\ (x ~ 0)1 /\ [(k

+i +j

= 3)'/\

(n + at m"" x = 0)]

The assertion cp uniquely defines the parameter (k, n ) that corresponds to a state" ::; (ti. mj. x)
by Ie ::; 3 -

i-i.

t/J:at it " at

n ::; -(at

ml,l'

x) . It also ensures that n ::; -(at

ml,l .

x) 2: o. For t/J we take

ml .

Consequently we ha.ve to prove the simpler form of the premise:
L: ",«n,k») ~ 0[>1> v 3(n',k') -<Iu (n,k) :",«n',k'»)1

We split the proof of the premise into cases, according to the location of PI and Pl' We
denote the state before the transition by " ::; (l"mj,x ) . and the state aiter the transition by
"I::; (ii'Imi',x ' ) .
Case: at

to. By

> O.

'P it follows that also at mo and x

Consequently Ie == 3 and n ::; O. The only enabled transitions

are ~

: leading to x' ::; -x and i' ::; I,

i' ::; O.

to see that ",'«k',n'») = ",'«t

mo,-x),(2,O» holds and (3,0) >-Iu (2, 0).

"

rna -mo : leading to i ' ::; i if ::; i, x' ::;
",«I.o,mo, x + 1) , (3,0») holds.
I

It follows that

I

If we choose k.' ::; 2, n' ::; 0 it is easy

+ I, a.nd it is easy to see that

{",« 3,O»))P,{",«3 ,O) )} and
{",«3 , O)}} P, {"'( (2, O))}.

from which by LIVE, L follows.
Cast: at tit at mo. The on ly enabled transition is:
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cp' ::;

mo -m, : It lead> to i'
where (2,0)
CQ.lt:: at

til

at mlJ

ml -

%

~

I,j' ~ 1,%' ~% < 0,showingthat{'I'«2,0})}P,{'I'«I,-%))}

~I ..

(I, -x)

< O. The only enabled transition is:

m l : It lea.ds to

%'

=

%

+ 1.

It follows tha.t

{'I'«I,k})}P'('I'«I,k -I}}}
Ie' = -z' ==

since

-% -

1 = Ie - 1.

Cale: at tl. at mi. x = O. The only ena.bled transition is
ml -

m::l . : It leads to

The case splitting showed tha.t L holds for all cases.

Applying the Wen rule we obtain:

'I'«k,n» - O(at I, Aat m,) .
Since at

t."

A

at rna

A

(x

~

I) imp lies '1'«3,0»). the liveness property we wished to prove

follows.
We may lIumma.rize the proof by the following 14infinile" diagram.

I at

(3,0)

LJ

to,at m o,l: > 0

r

P,

®

attlt%~O

I at

(2,0)

m O,l:

<

o,

•,, ®

at mt

~®

(l,n+l)
(I, n)

%

=-n

,
,

,

I

( I, I)

%

--I

1tP:\

(1,0)

,

I .., 6
%-0

(O,O)

I

at ml
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Liveness Induced by (Strong) Fairness
Another version of the basic liveness rule relies on (strong) /airneu for the achievement of
Iivenesa propertiea.
Let P be a program,

!p

and t./J assertions, and F" E 1 a (strong) f... irness set of transitions.

(F-) LIVE

A. f- {'P}P{'P V .. }

B.

f- {'P}F.{"}

C. f- 'P ~

<>1 .. V En(F.)1

The rule also implies the simpler conclusion tp

_-t

Ot./J.

The difference between the two versions of the LIVE rule lies in premise C. The J· ustice~ba.sed
version requires that

!p

implies t./J

V

En(),,) now, The

fairne",~ba.sed

version only requires that

'P implies '" v En(F,,) eventual/", It is allowed to relax premice C because fairness is a stricter

requirement, demanding activation of transitions which are infinitely many times enabled a.nd
not only those which are continuou.s!y enabled.
Assume that premises A-C hold, and let

C1

be a computation which initially satisfies

Ip

but

nowhere satisfies t./J. By premise A, tp must hold continuously. By premise C and the assumption
that t./J hold5 nowhere,' every 'P-state must be followed by a state on which F" is enabled . Hence,
transitions of F" are infinitely many times enabled on u. By premise B, no transition of Fit. is
even taken, otherwise I/J would have been real ized in one step . It follows that

C1

is unfair to Fh,

and therefore unacceptable as a computation of P . Consequently, all computations that satisfy
'P at Borne instant, mutlt also satisfy

I/J at a later instant.

The P-LtvE basic rule can now be embedded into inductio n schemes such a.s Chain and

Well to establish multi-step livene68 properties .
Example 5
We ilIu.stra.te the 'application of the F- LIVE rule to a semapho re program for mutua.l exclusion.
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{. = I}
ma

II
-P,We first derive a. useful safety property:

01: Oi{% ~ 0)

1\

(al I, + al

m, + %= I}I

It is not difficult to see tha.t initially this asserti on holds since
0+ 0 + 1 = 1. Also, ea.ch transition preserves the value of at l,

%

= 1 2:: 0 and at l'J

+ at

m2'

+ at

m,

+% ~

+ z. The safety property

yields mutual exclusion since

which is contradictory.

The accessibility property that we wish to prove is:

To apply the F-LIVE rule to the proof of th e accessibility property, we identify at i l and
4t l, with V' &ltd

t/J of the rule . We choose F", = {it - i,}. which being a

requelt

transition

should be treated with (atrong) fairness . Consider now the three required premises:

A. {at I, }P{at I, Vat I,}
ThiJ premise is obvious. Any P, tra.nsition a.lways lea.ds from at i

l

to at i

l .

A ,ucceujul PI

transition leads to at l, .

Clearly, a. successfu! 'F" (il - il) transition leads to at i2 -

C. al ,l, - Olal I,

V (.

> 0)1

The enabledness condition for the il -

i2 transition is

%

of the property:

al I, - 0(% > 0).
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> O. We therefore present a. subproof

In this sub proof we analyze the possible locations of P" in view of the invariance property

I. By I and the fact that currently at t l , x could be non.positive only when P'l is at
x

= O.

ml

with

We use the J - LIVE version in order to prove

lat t, /\

at m,

/I

x = 01-

Olat

mo

/I

x = II

Now that all the premises to the F-LIVE have been established, the conclusion at tl - Oat l'l

follow •.
In Pra.ise of Coa.rser Granularity
Consider the following program:

{x = O}
to:y:=1

mo: v :

ll: u : ::: 2 x '!I

l,:

x:::: y

+1

+u

t3: y:=Y-x

II

=3

m'l: z:::: v x w
m3:

t,:
-P,According to our basic model, each instruction appearing on a separate line should be
considered a. transition. Consequently, there are 4 transitions in PI and 3 transitions in Pl' The
number of transitions determines the number of control points, points at whi ch control resides
before a.nd a.fter the execution of transitions. In general, the size.complexity of assertions and
the time.complexity of their verification depends in a crucial way on the number of control
points. For a program with m processes, PI," " Pm, each containing up to t control points,
the number of different control state combinations is bounded by tm. Hence a reduction of the
number of control points in each process by a. factor c is transla.ted into a reduction by a factor
of e'" in the complexity of the whole system.
How can we reduce the number of control points? We may try to fuse several transitions
together to form fewer but Ia.rger transitions .
Considering the program presented above, we may examine its behavior under
tion of coarser transitions as follows :
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t~

assump-

to: ( y: = 1;

mo: ( u: = 3;

= 2 x Y+ I i
:r: = y + u)
u:

II

w:= v - x;
z: = v x ~)

13: ( y:= y-:r)
I,:

-P,-

-P,-

We u~e the c~toma.ry notation of angular brackets (. L to delimit the atomic transitions.

In this version, the instructions afe the same, but now we have only 3 transitions:

to -

l3 and

is - l. for PI and rno - m3 (or Pl. Consequently we ha.ve only 6 distinct global controistates,
instead of the 20 we had before.
Have we lost any possible beha.vior by the coarsening transformation? We claim that a.s rar

a.s the global computation is concerned, for example the final result, we ha.ve not..
This claim is ba.sed on the observation t hat in this program, x is the only variable t.o which

both processes refer. Consequently. the only critical events in the interaction between the two
processes are the references to:t. We call such a variable a public variable. In the case that
each of the processes has a deterministic program, it can be shown tha.t the final result of a
computation depend! only on the order of interleaving of ac cesses to public variables. Our
original program

conta.i~

references to the only pub lic variable x at statements l'J and l3 in

PI I and at ml in P'J . The claim is that each particular sequencing of these critical references,

such as l'J -

ls, ml -

m'J, l3 -

leI un iquely determines the behavior and final outcome (If

the program. This implies that the behavior and final outcome are independent of the relative
sequencing of the non.critical transitions, i.e., those not containing references to public variables.
This, in fact, is also true when the individual processes are non-dete rministic, with the difference
that in that cue each sequencing of the critica.l transitions uniquely determines a .. et of possible
beh&vion and final outcomes.
Guided by this fact, we observe that each of the coarser tran s itions we introduced contains
at mOlt one critical reference. As a result, every possible sequencing of the critica.l references
can still be generated by sequencing the coarser transi ti ons. For example in order to cret'J-e the
critical reference sequencing -

PI writes x,

PI reads z

we ca.n sequence t he coarser transi tions as:
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Consequently, it is sufficient to verify the externally observable properties of the coarser
program which, in general, is much easier than dealing with the finer original program. It is
important to realize that this recommendation does not imply actual modification of the finer
program into a coarser one, such as installing critical sections and protection around the larger
transition

1..0 - l3. What we recommend is a virtual coarsening, by which we analyze the

original program

M

though it were constructed from coarser transitions. This is justified by the

claim that the results obtained in this way are still valid for the finer program which is the one
we intend to run.
A sha.rper observation is that the reading reference of PI to

(at l3). should not be

%

considered critical. This is because PI is the only process writing into

%.

Hence, the value of x

read by PI will always be the value that PI itself has most recently written into x, regardless
of the other critical events that may have happened between the writing and the reading.
Consequently, we may consider the even coarser version presented below.

=o}

{x
4,: ( y:

= I;

u:=2 x y+l;

x:= y +u;

rno: ( u: = 3;
w:= u - %;

II

z:=uxw)

y: = y - x)

l ... :

rn3:

To give a. more formal definition, we define a reference to a variable in a process to be critical
if it is:
a)

A reading reference of a variable which may be written by another process, or

b)

A writing reference to a variable which may be read or written by another process.

Then, in a shared va..riablea program, we may coarsen transitions provided:
1)

Each new transition contains at most one critical reference.

2)

No transition may internally diverge or dea.dlock.

Requirement 2 demands that no new transition should fully encapsulate a loop, unless it can be
established that the loop always terminates. If we did allow an atomic transition to contain a.
loop, we may get to the situation of a transition that never terminates.
For models communicating by message transmissions, we define the critical events as &ending
or receiving Ia message. With this definiti on we may apply the coarsening process also to the
message based models.
Virtual coarsening was suggested as an importa.nt tool for simplifying the analysis of can·
current programs in

[AMI. It was incorporated as an integral part or a partial·correctness proof
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system for CSP in

IAFRJ.

We illustrate the application of this idea. to the example of the

Altem.ting Bit protocol (IBSWJ) in its CSP version.
Ex.mple 6
Consider the (ollowing CSP program implementing the Alternating Bit protocol.

P:{i =j
where:

= 1, 5 '= R =

Fl iP, II P,I

p.:, [10: ( P,!(S , X Iii))
I, : ( P,?(y);
ify = 5 then (S,i) :=

(~S , i+l))

II
P, : , [mo: (P, ?(u , YljJ) ;

if u = R then (R,j) : =

(~R,j

+ I) )

m, : ( P,!(~R ))

In this program, X and Y are input and output arrays , respectively representing a. list of
messages that PI wishes to send, and the list of mess ages that P2 has successfully received. The
boolean variables S and R are the respecti ve al ternating bits of PI and P'J. Each transmitted
message contains a control field which is set by the sender to F or T . The basic assumption
is that aU messages are received but some may be corrupted in transmission. Corruption ia
represented (in our ideal setting) by setting the control field, read into y or u respectively, to a
third v.lue different from both T and F.
The protocol stuts by PI sending P 2 a message consist in g of X iii and the control value
S . It then rea.ds an acknowledgement from P'J in to y. If II is ident ic al t o S, t he transmission i5

considered to be successfull y term inated. PI then in crements i, intending to start sending the
next messa.ge, and complements S. In case of II

t:

5, transmiss ion of the i'th message has not

been successfully completed and Sand, retain their previous values, intending to retransmit
the previous message.

P'J starts by reading a. message cons isting of a. control value and a. datum into u a.nd

Ylil

respectively. If u = R, impl ying a s uc cessful t ransmission, j is incremented and R is

complemented. An acknowledgement message is sent to PI consisting of a. control value. For

&

control value t (= F, TL the mean ing of t he acknowledgement is : "message t arrived successfully,
now send meSsage -.t !" . In terms of the current value of R (= -.t) the message is.: "message

-.R arrived successfully, now send message R !" . Note that if the last transmission failed, R
ha.s not been change.d and this is a reque st for a retran smission. If, on t he o t her hand 1 the last
transm ission succeeded. R has been com plemente d and this is a request for t he next message.
Let us consider the poss ible transitions in P . Since each of the individual instructiona
contains exactly one cotrununication , all of the joint transitions are communication transitions.
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Each communication transition can either be successful or fail, transmitting an error value for
the control. We can summarize these transitions after some simplification by:

t,: Successful 110 - ld x Imo - md
(Ylil: = Xiii; if S

=R

then (R,j):

= (~R,j + I»

(Y[j l: = - )
t2 :

Successful

lit -

l ol x

1m1 - mol

l' S then (S,i) :=

(If R

t, : F.iled [I, - lor x [m, -

(-)

( ~ S,i+

I) )

mol

No change in variables

In the case of the failed transmission in til' the array element

Y[il

is still assigned some value.

Since the transmission. was in error, we cannot say any thing about the value assigned to

Ylil. and

therefore represent the situation as Y [jl := - . Note that even if the transmission is successful,
such as

In ttl

there is still a possibility that S

"# R

due to a previous transmission error, so the

queation if 5 = R' still hu to be asked.
Let us prove the correctness of the program. The safety property we wish to prove is:

O<p: O(Y[l..j - I I = Xll..j - Ill.
Since j is the index P, uses for storing the next successfully received message, this propt'rty
states

~Ilat

all the previously stored messages are correct.

To prove the validity of this property we establish the invariance of a. stronger assertion:

where
<p, : (at
<p, :

(is

10 " at mol,

= R llli i = jll v (i s = ~R l lllj = i + III

It is obvious that cp, CPl. and ',02 a.re a.1I true for the initial state. For ',0 it follows from the

f"'l thai bolh X[I ..j - II .nd Yll..j - I I >Te empty sequences .
It is not difficult to see that CPI is preserved by all transitions, since all of them invblve joint

movemenl

fr~m

Considering

(lo,mo) to (l"m.) .nd b.ck .

t'. and t 2• it is clear that they do not change any element on which

cp and ',02

depend, and hence they preserve 'P " ',0 2·
tl:

If S"f:. R then again cp' =
If S

=R

Ihen by <p" i

rp

and ',0 2 = 'P2. preserving cp " 'P 2·

= j . The t"nsilion

le.ds to R'
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= ~R, j' = j

+ I .nd Y' [j l = Xiii.

= 5 = R = -.R', i' :;: i + 1 :;: i' + 1 and
= Y'I!..jj = YI!..j - Ij. Y'ljj = YI!..j -II' Xlij = XI!..j -I I- Xljl = Xj!..jj

Consequently: 5'
Y'I!..}' -II

= Xj!..j' - II.
Th. YI!..j - I j = Xj!..j - II assumption is taken from ",.
If R :;: 5 then '1"

£2:

1\ rp~ :;: rp 1\ rp 2.

If R :;: . . . 5 then by 'P2,

Consequently: S'

i = i + 1, and the t ransition leads to S'

= -.S = R :;: R'

and it

= -..S and i' :;: i + 1.

= i + 1 :;: i = i', establishing rp ~ .

Since

i

is not

changed by £2, rp is trivially preserved.
The Iiveness property we wish to prove can be expressed by:
Vm ~ I : O(j > m)

This formula states that for any m

~

1, there would eventually be at leut m messages that

have been successfully transmitted.
For proving this property we need an additional assumption. Clearly, if the system consistently corrupted all messages, then even the first one would never be successfully transmitted.
We therefore add the requirement that the channels be eventually reliable. This can be expressed
~

a requirement of fairness betWeen successful and failed transmissions. For our program, the

CUisumption of eventually reliable channels can be incorporated into the general fairness requirements by adding the two fairnes, sets {I.} and (I,) to th e fa irness family F .
Assuming eventual reliability for in dividual channels, we can prove the specified Iiveness
property. We establish two lemmas:

LI J(S

= R) 1\ (i = j = <) j ~ OJ(S yf R) /\ (i = i + I = < + I )j

The lemma is proved by the F-LIVE rule, taking

"': (5

= R) /\ (i = j = <)

and

"': (5 yf R) /\ (i = i + I =

< + I) .

By considering the different transi t ions it is easy to establish:
(", lId "' )
{",)/', (",).
It only remains"to show that rp -

(",) /, {",) .

0 (I/J VEn(t I )) .

Th is is done by partitioning the set of ~states

into two subsets, accord ing to whe t her they satisfy (!p

By

!P I

{",) I; {",}

1\

at to

1\

at mol or (I.p

1\

at tl

1\

at

mIl.

above this is a complete partition.

In the case or

rp

f\.

at to

1\

at mo, t I is immediately enabled . In the other case, it takes an

applica.tion or the J-LIVE rule with both
('" /\ al t, /\ al

t2

and

t~

taken a.s helpful transi tions to establish:

m,) - 0(", /\ al to /\ m ol
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from which OEn(t,j follows.

The second lemma. is:

L2 [(5

# R) /\ (j

= i + 1 = k)[

- 0[(5

= R) /\ (j = i = k)i

The proof is symmetric to the proof of Ll, using the F-LIVE rule with t'l as the helpful

transition.
We can now combine the two lemmas, obtaining:

(j ;" k) -

0 U = k + 1) '

from which the desired Iiveness property is easily p roven by induction on m - k.
The following diagram may help to understand the progress of the program expressed by
the incrementation of j.

"1

V

lo,mo

.p, :

S=R

I'---

1 =)

!

--..

\

t,

ll,m)

.,/

5=R
£=j

--..

lo,mo

t'2 . t]
t1

/

\
ll,ml

5#R
+1

j:;;; i

,

t'

V

.p. :

"-

5#R
j = i+ 1

----

The cycle consisting of {t/J I, tP'l} TeReets the situation that the t 1 transition consistently
fai l. . Lemma. Ll guarantees that the program will eventually escape this cycle and perform
I

a succesaful tl transition. The lower cyc le, consisting of {W3.t/J.}. TeRcels the situ&tiot\·tha.t
the messa.ge has · been successrully transmitted from PI to Pl. but the acknowledgeme"nt or P,
consistently

f~ils.

Lemma L2 ensures that we will eventually escape this cycle by performing t,.

Their combination ensures eventual progress along the {tbl.1h} cycle with each t 1 transition
incrementing j.
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Compositional Approach

The approach we have presented in the preceding section can be described as a global approach.
We have used temporal logic for specifying and verifying systems in their entirety. Let us use the
resource allocation system as an illustrative example. We cOILSidered a. system S consisting of an
allocator A and several customers

Gil'"

•

em'

The allocator and customers are all tomponents

(modules) or 5, that interact via. the boolean variables (ri,9i). i = t, o" lm. The system 5,
while maintaining internal communication between its c~mponent5 . has no interaction with its
environment. On first glance, th is see ms inconsistent with our declaration that we are studying
reactive systems, Le., systems that int eract with their environment.

We can overcome thUi

objection if we are ready to mo del, or at least consider, the environment as a compone nt in ..
still larger system.
Assume that we have a reactive system 5 that interacts with its environment E via some
interface I that could be either shared variables or channels. The global approach suggests
considering a universal system 5' of wh ich both 5 and E are components:

Is'

0- /-0

It then studies computations of 5' which involve steps performed by 5 interleaved with steps
performed by E. When we give a specification 'P which describes properties of these computations, are we specifying 5 or 5'? It is clear from the above disc ussion, that such a specification
necessarily specifiC! 5', i.e., both 5 and E and their interaction. In some cases , this is acceptable, as ca.n be represented by an imagined procu rement order: UConstruct an allocator modu le
A and customers protocols C il such that together they will sat isfy rp".
However, this is unsatisfactory for the pro curement order : UCo nstruct an allocator module
A, satisfying 'P" I where rp is a specification of the role of A within the larger system.

We

therefore need an approach that will support the spec ifica.tion of a module, or a. reactive system
without having to specify the environment . Naturally, the spec ification of the module would
include some Msumptions about the environment, but these assumptions should be an integral
pa.rt of the module 's specification.
The general framework for m odular specification is that we co nsider a reactiv..f module 5
with a given inte rface I . The specification should describe the behavio r of 5 and its interaction
with the ~nvironment E as obse r ved on the inte rface I.

The specification should take into

account a.lso the a.ctions ta.ken by the environment .
A specification is cons idered to be syntacticaify abstract if the only free variables appearing
in it correspond to the externally o bservable interface I . This implies that the specification
should not refer to variables tha.t are loca.l to the module, such as internally declared vari a.bles.
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An important element in modular specifications is the ability to distinguish between actiOl15
performed by the module and actions performed by the environment.
Consider the trivial case that the interface consists of a single variable x, initially equal to
1, and the main ·property we wish to express is that the module S never sets

%

to O. We cannot

express it by the formula 0(% i- 0), since the environment may set x to 0 .
There are essentially two solutions to this difficulty. The first solution, recommended by
Lamport in IL31 and used in IBKPI, is to introduce oc'ion predicotesor labels on the transitions of
the computations . The logic is augmented by special action propositions that can sense whether
the next atomic transition to be taken is a module transition or an environment transition.
Denoting this proposition by IT (for process or module action). we can easily express the non

4

resetting property discussed above by the formula:

Don

II

(% i- 0)[ ~ [0( %i- O)[)

which states that any module action, taken from a state in which x -:F 0, yields a next state
preserving this property.
Another solution to the "who done itn problem is to partition the interface, and all other
variables, into a set of variables owned by the module, and a set of all the other variables . The
restriction imposed by this partition is that the module may modify only its owned variables,
while the environment may never modify a variable owned by the module. In this section we
would like to further pursue this solution.
Assume that a module P is presented as a fair transition system an d that the set of var ;.."i:lles
owned by P, denoted by own(P}. is identified. Standardly, own(P) shouJd include the control
variables identifying the current location or control within the program P.

It is natural to

require that the environment never modifies the co ntrol state of P.
We augment the set of transitions T associated with P by the general environment transi·
tion ro, defined by:

By this definition s' is a To·successor of s if the values of the variables owned by Pare
preserved from" to s'. The values of the other variables could be arbitrar.ily changed.
We define .an open computation of P to be a sequence of states connected by tJ'ans itions
from T u {ro} and satisfying all the requirements appearing in the definit io n of a computation .

•
The To transitions
represent, or course, actions of the environment which may be completely

arbitrary except for preser vation of the owned variables. To simplify the discussio n we will
only consider infinite open computations. Finite computatiol15 that represent termination of
the module can always be extended into infi ni te ones by adding an infinite sequence or "'o·steps.
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A temporal formula "P represents a valid modular specification for a module P if it is valid
over all the open computa.tiol15 of P. We write IP\{"P} to denote the fact that "P ~ a valid
modu lar specification of the module P.
An important application of modular specification is modular or compositional verification.
According to this approach we never verify a full system in one step, a.s we have been doing for
the examples in the preceding sections. lnstead, we verify first a modular specificat ion of each of
the components in the system, and then combine these specifications to validate the specification
of the full system. The relation of the compositional approach to the global approach we have
used in the preceding sections, is analogous to the relation of Hoare 's proof system to Floyd 's
intermediate usertions method in the sequential case . We refer the reader to IPn2] for additional
discussion and ' examples of compositional verification.
The main composition rule that we will consider concerns parallel composition.

IP.!{ IO ,} , IP, \{IO ,}
IP, II P'\{IO' 1\ IO,}
It expresses parallel composition as conjunction of the respective specifications.
Example
Let us consider a simple example:

{x = y = z = F}
Pl ' 'Iown x, Zj

T;
l,:when y do z: =
to : %: =

TI

Pl

II

::

[own Yi
rno: when

I

do y: = T]

A property of the full system we may wish to verify is 0 z , stating that eventually z will become
true.
There are two basic approaches to the specification of PI and P l within the framework of
compositional verification . The first is a bottom. up approach that ignores the eventual goal of
proving

0

z for the complete system, It just examines P l and asks : what can we say abou~ P l ?

This leacb to the following specification:

The specification considers two possible behaviors depending on the interaction with the
environment. In the first case whenever P, examined

I

it found it false, and hence Y was never

set to T. This ~ characterized by y being permanently false and
many times. Note that the justice requirement is satisfied.
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I

being found false infinitely

The other behavior is ch aracterize d by y st.ay ing false unt.il a successful detection of
at which point y is set to T and remains so.
prediction of its value in both cases. For

%,

%

= T

Note that since P2 owns y it can give a full

P2 can only report its observations.

The other approach to the specification of P 2 is a top· down or goal-oriented approach. In
this, we have in mind the final goal of

0

z, and try to identify the main contribution of P2 to

the joint effort and the assumptions it may make about PI behavior.
Looking at it from this point of view we come up w ith the specification :

IP,I{OOx - OOy} '
This second specification is certainly weaker than the first one and can be derived from the
first . Nevertheless it is strong enough for proving the specification of the full system.

In 8. similar way we may obtain the fo llowing specification for the first process:

IP.j{OOx /\ 100y - OOzJ).
Using the parallel-composition ru le we obtai n

IP, II P,I{OOx /\ 100y - OOzl/\ 100x - OOyJ)
from wh k h

IP,

II P,j{Oz} is easily derivable.

I
WI! refer the reader to [Pn2 / for an example of a compositiona.l proof of Peterson's mutua.l
exclusion algorithm. Here we wi ll discuss a. somewhat simp ler example which illustrates the
same ideas.
Consider a (trivial) CSP solution to the mutual exclusion problem:

P,::

'Ito: (C , : Q!);
[,: (N ,; Q')I

II

P, :: ' Imo: (N,; Q? ) ;
m,: (C ,; Q?)I

C 1 iUld C 2 represent the critical sections of PI and P l

,

respectively.

NI

and N2 represent the

non-critic8.1 sections of PI and Pl'
The statement of mutual exclusion is:
O~(at

to /\ at md·

It is easy to present a global proof of th is p ro perty. We prove the invariance of the assertion:

at 1.0

=

at mo.
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Initially it holds. Since the only possible transitions are the joint transitions (lo,

mol (ll,md and (ll,md - (lo,moL the a.s.sertion is preserved. Obviously O(at 1.0 == at mol
implies the required safety property.
Consider now a compositional proof of that fact. We should start by a modular specificatio n
of Pl ' The statement at

lo ==

at

mo is unacceptable since it refers to the internal location of P2

which is not part of the officially recognized interface between PI and Pl' Instead, we should
try to relate at 1.0 to the officia.l interface, which consists of the channels a a.nd f3 and events
occurring on them. It is not difficult to come up with the following specification:

IPd{ o(at to ~ H a )) S (Il) )) The notation (0::) and (f3 ) refers to communication events on the channels 0:: and

fJ respec·

tively_ The formul. (~ ( a) )S(Il) .t.tes th.t t here has not been an (a ) event .in« the last (Il)
event, if any (5 being the weak since operator). In other words, the last communica.tion event
has not been an (0::) event.
The corresponding specification for P l is:

IP,J( o(at

m, ~ (~ (Il))S ( a) )}

It states that whenever we axe at mi. then there definitely has been an (0::) event in the
past (this is a. strong 'ince). and no ((J) events sinc e then.
Combining these two specifications by the parallel ru le we obtain:

IP ,

II p,j{ o( at 4> " at

m, ~ ([Ha) )S(Il)1 "

I( ~ (Il) ) S(a )I))}

which is the same a.s

IP , II P,I{

o(at

to" at m,

~ F))

because the two ,ince expressions ma.ke contradictory claims a.bout which event wa.s the la.st to
happen.
This example demonstrates tha.t the past operators may help in obtaining more abstract
modula.r specification by replacing references to interna.l variables of another module, by refer.
ences to the history of events on the interface.
Consider next a. simplified version of this program, due to the observation that we do not
really need two channels in order to synchronize the entries into the critical sections.

P,:: .[to: (C , ; a!);

tl :( N,;al)1

II

P,::

.[ma: ( N,; al );
m, : (C,; (1 )1

This program still maintains the mutual exclw io n property O-.(at

lo 1\ at md . The same

global proof establish!! this property. Howev er, we can no longer construct a modular proof
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ulling unextended temporal logic.

If we were allowed to use regular predicates over histories, then we could ha.ve used the
following modular specifica.tions:

IPd{ O(at lo - {(TTl'lIall
IP,I{ O(at m, - {(TT)'Tliall
These specifications st~te that we may visit
visit

ml

to ~nly after an

ellen number of communications, and

only after an odd number of communications . This property, of ha.ving an even number

of identical evenu, is precisely the one that Wolper proved . to be inexpressible in unextended
temporal logic.
We conclude that, in order to perform compositional specification and verification, it is

convenient to have the past operators but necessary to have the full expressive power of ETL.

In order to formalize this observation, let us consider the restricted family of finite .,tate
programa.
Let P be a finite state program, and

tp

a TLF formula expressing a valid specifica.tion for

P.
Theorem

1. TLF is complete for global verification of TLF formulas over finite state programs.
2. ETLF' Is complete for compositional verificati on of TLF formulu over finite state progra.m5.
The notion of completeness cons idered here is the existence of additional assertions th at
can be used with the proof system to es t ablish all valid TLF properties. For the global case, the
intende :l. • I'"oof system is the one presented ab ove . For th e comp osi tional case, we only presented
the parallel rule, but an improved version of the [BKP! system supports the second claim of the
theorem.
The example we presented above shows that TL is not adequate for compositiona.l com·
pletene:u.
AI &nother example of an application of the parallel rule, let us consider serial connection

of two uynchronoul buffers.

B
B,
%

B,
,

Y
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%

We wish to show that if each of

Bi

and B~ satisfies the specification of a. buffer with respect to

ita input and output channels, then so does B.

Hence, we consider .. premises/BtllI"') and /B,!{<p,), where:

<p, : O(y >; x)

1\

O/(x ~ X) _ O(y ~ X)!,

<p,: 0(. >; y)

1\

O/ (y~ Y) - 0(. ~ Y)!

and

and wish to show /BJ(<p), where

"" 0(. >; x)

1\

Di(x

~ X) - 0 '(. ~ Xli,

By the parallel .rule IBI{'P1 A "Pd. so it only remains to show that 'P1 A 'P2 _

"p .

Since.t: t;: y by 'P2, and y t;: x by !Pit it follows by transitivity of t;: that z t;: x.

Assume that at some point x

0(.

~

X, By 'P" (x

~

X) -

0

(y

~

X), By

~ X), The combination of the temporal implications yields: (x ~ X) -

<p,

(y

0(.

~

X) _

~ X) as

required .

Restricted Instruction Set Languages (RIS L)
Prominently absent in this survey is a full syntax-directed proof system for compositional verification of TL properties . A preliminary vers ion of such a system ha.s been presented in IBKPj . In
order to attain compositionality. several new operators have been introduced there. called C, C'
and the fixpoint operators JJ and

LI

for minimal and maximal fixpoints respectively. The C' gives

the language the expressive power of ETL, an extension which is necessary by the preceding theorem. The resulting system is somewhat complex, and even though recent improvements have
been suggested. it is our feeling that fur ther major improvements are still necessary. The main
complicating factor is the intera.ction between sequential and parallel composition, particularly
in the cue of itera.ted sequential composition, i.e ., loops.
Another a.pproach we would like to suggest here is to retain the few elegant proof rules.
and strip the programming language down to its bare essentials so that these rules would form
an adequate proof system.

We refer to the resulting language as Restricted

Instructio~

Set

Language (RISL). with the motivation of having a. language expressing concurrency with a.
minima.l compositional proof system.

,

The idea for a.n RISL language for concurrency was explicitly suggested for the first time

by Chandy in his PODC talk (lCI), and is currently under development by Chandy and Misra,
The few proof rules we would like to retain a.re:
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• Pa.ra.llel Composition:

~ [Pd {"",}
~ [P,[{"",)

• Hiding (Vari&ble Decluation):
~

[P[{",,)

~[var

y: P[{3y : "")

• Consequence:

There are two suggestions for RISL languages we would like to sketch.

Distribut.ed Shared Variables Language
The basic elements in this langua.ge a.re:

Statements: 'kip and multiple assignment :

where el,' .. ,e m are expressions.

A Buic Block:

[own fI; E repeat[o

Ci -

Sol]]

,a l

The ells a.re c:.ondition4, i.e., boolea.n expressions , and the 5, 's are sta.tements.

T~

own 9

declaration restr icts the variables appearing on the left hand side of 51, .. . , Sn to be members
of £I. The listlof expressions

E

specifies the initial values of the variables y.

The intended meaning of a basic block is an endless repetition of the enclosed conditional ,
where a.t ea.ch st.ep an i

=

1, ...

,n, such that

c:.;

=

executed.
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T, is selected and the corresponding Sj

Processes:
A basic block is a process.

If P, ""d P, are processes, then so is
If P is a process, then

50

is

IP, II P,I.

Ivar u: PI.

Hence a program in this language consists of basic blocks combined by parallel composition and
encapsulation (variable hiding ).
Below is a presentation of the Peterson's algorithm in a distributed version, in which the
boolean variable t has been split into two boolean variables tl and il, such that t = (tt =: t2).

Le., t = T iff tl ;:; tl '

[var 11'1:
[ own (~ " v,.td

= (O, F,F )

repeatl (" = 0) -

skip

o
(" = 0)

- ( v,,~d :

= (T, I)

o
(" = I) - (t" "): = (~t,,2)

o
(" = 2)

1\

o
(~, = 3) -

[var~,

(-v,

V

(t, = t,)) -

(~,:= 3)

(v ".d := (F,O)lIj.

II

[ own (~"v"t,) = (O,F,F)
repeatl (" = 0) - skip

o
(" =0) - (v".,) := (T,l)

o
(" = 1) - (t".,) : = (/,,2)

o
(" = 2) 1\ (-v,

V (t, ~ t,)) -

o
(" = 3)

- (V" "):
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= (F,Oll]

(~,:

j.

= 3)

The only additional proof rule needed is the one for establishing
For

&

properti~

of a. basic block.

basic block we have an axiom wh ich specifie5 its general behavior:

.. [own ii

= E repeat[,S

Ci

-Iy,:=

ed]]

{\I>}

where
\1>: (ii

= E) /\

o{ 3a :(i> = a)/\
[

(O{ii=a) /\ /\~=I O<>{~c,»)v
(Ii> = a)u[V~=I(Ci /\ (ii = a) /\ (Og =

aluded)))]}

A similar RISL language can be developed based on asynchronous me5sage passing networks
of processes.
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DISCUSSION
Professor Hoare asked whether the set of program traces could be empty.
Professor Pnueli answered that It may be so for some computations, and
added that" the question .raised an important point, i.e. that over-restrictive
fairness requirements which may "kill" computations should be avoided.
The origin of the term "Reynolds condi tions" was then briefly discussed.
Dr. Schneider observed that the Limited Critical References (LCR) approach
might be a problem in a computation model different from the shared variables
one, e.g. synchronous message passing. He also found that the assumption that
interleaving is equivalent to true concurrency if some LCR condition is satisfied,
albeit true for the properties that had been discussed, did not necessarily hold for
every property; in particular, he expected difficulties with strong fairness,
eventual communication with channels, and conditional synchronous message
passing.
Professor Pnueli replied that the answer depended on many factors, such as
how LCR conditions were defined and what kind of strong fairness was required.
Although these issues were perhaps not reflected by his choice of a set of LCR
conditions, his experience was that the set was consistent and covered all
properties that he wanted to prove. This of course had been obtained by adJusting
the LCR definitions or the requirements upon fairness whenever conSIstency
required it.

f
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DISCUSSION
Professor Hoare asked how the formulation of liveness for sequential
terminating programs was related to non-determinism.
ProfesSor Pnueli answered that the formulation was intended for demonic
non-determinism, but for angelic non-determinism one would have to resort to
reverse branching time temporal logic, linear time temporal logic being scarcely
adequate.
It was then remarked that very little had been said about the semantics in
the way one would do for modal logic. Professor Pnueli replied that he had implied
that the underlying model was that of sequences of standard integers. He
observed that this model, despite being a rather restricted one, enjoys the same
expressive power as pure first-order logic quantified over time, so that for more
expressive power one would have to use second-order logics.
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